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PREFACE

Pelham Humfrey's(1647-1674)1 career as a composer is

perhaps one of the briefest on record; it barely extends

seven years. The first historical notice of him occurred

in 1660 as one of Captain Cook's choristers in the newly

re-established Chapel Royal in London. Again in 1664 he

is mentioned in connection with John Blow and William

Turner as the composer of the Club Anthem "I will always

give thanks," but his first important notice as a com-

poser came in the same year(1664) when he was sent abroad

by Charles II to continue his studies in France and Italy.2

Humfrey undoubtedly must have been a favorite of Charles,

for while still abroad he was named lutanistt to the King"

(1666), and "gentleman of the Chapel Royal"(1667). His

return to England, in the same year, is recorded by Pepys

in his diary (15 November 1667): " . . . little Pelham

H1wphreys, lately returned from France, and is an absolute

monsieur, as full of form,,and confidence, and vanity, and

disparages everything and everybody's skill but his own."3

'He spelled his name "Humfrey" but it is also found
as "Ixuaphrey," "Humphreys," "Humfries" and "Huimphrys."

2Whether Humfrey was a student of Lully or not ist3
matter of conjecture, but it is probable that since he
had the recommendation of Charles II behind him, he may
have mracde contact with the court musicians of Versailles
of whom Lully was chief. There is also no documented
evidence that he ever visited Italy. See Edmund H.
Fellowes, English Cathedral Music from Edward VI to
Edward VII ILondon, 1946) , p7G.

3j. S. Smith, 'Th Qiry of Samuel Pepys(ondon,917),
p. 387.
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That Hmfrey enjoyed, upon his return, additional favors

from the King is evident by his several appointments: as

one of the annual wardens of the "Corporation for regu-

lating the Art and Science of Musique"(June 1672); as

"Yaster of the Children" in succession to Cook(July 1672);

and together with Thomas Purcell(the father of Henry) as

"composer in ordinary for the violins to his Majesty."4

It was through this last post that he became the teacher

of Henry Purcell.

Hufrey died on July 14, 1674 at Windsor when only

twenty-seven years of age and was buried at Westminntere

Abbey three days later. No explanation as to the cause of

his death has been given anywhere.

Humfrey's music, which is chiefly sacred, includes a

large number of anthems, odes, services and songs. His

compositions, particularly his sacred compositions, have

received extensive investigation only on one other oc-

casion, in Henry Bryce Jordan's unpublished dissertation

on the subject. 5

Of his sacred music, the anthems form by far the lar-

gest and most significant part. Six of them were printed

in W. Boyce's Cathedral IMsic (London, 1760); twelve more,

including the "club anthem" and an evening service, are to

be found as part of the Tudway Collection of the British

tuseum(Harl. MS 7338) and others are extant in manuscript

at the libraries of Ely, Salisbury, Windsor, the Fitz-

williLm useum(Cambridge), Christ Church( Oxford), Birm-

ingham University, St. Yichaels(Tenbury), and the Atitional

4Robert F. Sharp, "Pelham Humnfrey;' " The Ditionry of
National Biograpby, Vol. X (London, 1922), p. 237.

5 Henry Bryce Jordan, "The Music of Pelham Humfrey,; "
unpublished doctoral dissertation, Department of Music,
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina,
1956.
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Manuscripts in the British Buseun. It was primarily in the

anthems thzat Humfrey introduced into England some of the

declamatory methods of the French theatre and thus secured

for himself the credit of having extablished their form

and style.

His solo songs, on the other hand, seer to occupy a

somewhat less esteemed position, attributable perhaps to

their remarkable simplicity, and in a few cases to their

apparent neglect of such musical fundamentals as melody and

rhythm. It is the songs, more accurately the secular songs

for solo voice,6 which have been chosen as the topic of

this study.

Exactly how many such songs Humfrey wrote is not known

since it is reasonable to suppose that some of those that

were interpolated into the dramas of the Restoration have

never reached publication and are therefore no longer

extant. In the course of this study, however, twenty-five7

have been located, most of which appeared in various song-

books of the period, principally those published by John

Playford.

6Some of the songs, while containing sections for more
than one voice, are primarily for solo voice and have there-
fore been included.

7Txcluding those that are parodies or portions of
others. For example, the song "A poor soul satt sighing"
is a parody of "A young man sat sighing"; and the song "In
vain does natures bounteous hand supply" is actually'- por-
tion of "Ah fading joy." A twenty-sixth song, "Charm me
asleep," is ascribed to Humfrey by Jordan, op. cit., p. 29,
but was not available for this paper. Realilations of the
other twenty-five appear in the appendix.
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CHAPTER I

ENGLAND IN THE SEVIETEE3TH CENTURY

Religion and Politics

With the death of Elizabeth(1603), England began a

period of gradual decline, both politically and ar-

tistically. Elizabeth, the last of the Tudor line which

had begun with Henry VIII, had managed to expand the in-

fluence of the British Empire, and at the same time had

succeeded in avoiding major quarrels with the Parliament, a

group whose power, influence and prestige had steadily

gained more momentum during the last years of her reign.

No sooner had James 1(1566-1625) ascended the throne, how-

ever, than he began to encounter serious difficulties with

both the Puritans and Parliament.

When the new House of Commons met in 1604, it revealed

a sense of resistance to the policies of the court, and

indicated a determination to correct many of the grievances

of which its members had been too long aware. Thus the old

struggle for legislative supremacy between the king and

Parliament which had first made its appearance during the

early years of Elizabeth's reign, but which had been quieted

an diverted by the wer against Spain, once more appeared.

This time the monarch's difficulties were magnified by the

Puritan extremists of the English Church, who demanded that

their new ruler carry out their plans for abolition of Catho-

lic ritual which Elizabeth had strived so long to maintain.

Here, then, was the rejuvenation of the conflict which was to

affect the whole of English history in the seventeenth

century.

1
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Upon his father James' death and his ascension to the

throne(1625), Charles I had inherited still another problem,

a problem which was to prove to be the most isediate and

difficult of all, that is, a poorly conceived and expensive

foreign policy which involved England in a hopeless war

with both France and Spain. The civil wars which followed

ended in Charles' surrender to Cromwell in 1646 and his

subsequent execution(1649).

This period of civil war, the Commonwealth, and Crom-

yell's protectoral government was one of intense religious

discontent. The Puritans had for some time dominated most

phases of English government and society and now their-

influence was beginning to be extended to music as well.

The services in churches and cathedrals were
suppressed, the choirs disbanded, and, at any rate
in some cases, the organs and the libraries were
destroyed by the soldiers of the Parliament or (as
at lorwich) by zealous townsfolk; the blow to
ecclesiastical music was very heavy, and there wis
no alleviation till the accession of CharlesII.

Precisely how strong this influence was or how effectively

the iritans enforced their ban on certain kinds of English

music (particularly the Anglican service and secular stage

nusic) has been a matter of some disagreement.2

It will be born in mind that while every style
of music except metricacl psalmody had been brou ht
under the ban of the fanaticists, two kinds especial-
ly were obnoxious to the Puritans - yiz,, cathedral
nusic and that of the secular stage.)

lErnest Walker, A History of Music in England (London,
1924), p. 121.

2Percy Scholes, ? e Puritans and Music (London, 1934),
pp. 91ff.

3til Nauman, History of Music (London, 1882), p. 747.
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It is true that some extremists condemned music
of every kind indiscriminately, and doubted the
propriety even of unisonous psalm singing in
public worship; but Cromwell himself and many
of his chief supporters were ardent music lovers
and the vast body of Puritans never for a moment
questioned the lawfulness of the ordinary prac-
tice of the art, confining their prohibitions
to profane music on the Sabbath, organs and choirs
in churches, and stage plays. 4

Whatever the extent of the Puritan&' interference in music,

there is sufficient evidence to prove that secular music,

both vocal and instrumental, flourished greatly during this

period, a fact worth noting in the study of solo song. Un-

doubtedly, the effort to suppress ecclesiastical music

caused a corresponding turn of attention towards the secu-

lar vocal and instrumental media.

Throughout the interregnum, during which England was

governed by a protectorate headed by Oliver Cromwell,

Charles II had been living in exile in various parts of

Europe, principally at the court of Versailles in France.5

Much of this time had been spent in plotting ways to regain

his throne, but with little monetary support and few friends,

Charles was forced to patiently bide his time, awaiting

some significant changes in English political affairs which

would make his return welcome. By 1660 the opportunity had

arrived. From Breda in Holland, Charles published a dec-

laration in which he promised to concede to a future

legislative body the right to make many important decisions

of policy thus convincing the Parliamentarians that he was

4Walker, 2. cit., pp. 121-2.

5Vis association with Versailles, as will be seen
later, was one which was to have important consequences
for English music.
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coitted to constitutional rule. The English people

themselves welcomed the re-establishment of the tra-

ditional government in preference to the anarchy and

general disorder that had prevailed since Cromwell's death

in 1658. The Presbyterians, who always had monarchist

sympathies, expected to be included within the restored

church of England and likewise anticipated his return. In

the spring of 1660, Charles II landed peaceably at Dover

front the Hague and was welcomed by the local mayor and

various Royalist sympathizers; the Restoration of the Stu-

arts was therefore successfully accomplished without

bloodshed and virtually without resistance.

The years of civil disruption and political upheaval

cost England dearly. Aside from the manner in which they

stymied economic, political and artistic growth, they left

the British without a court life for over a decade at a

time when the courts and theatres of other cities on the

continent were flourishing. It must have been particularly

disappointing to Charles, freshly returned from the glam-

our of Versailles, to find the Whitehall palace "gravely

behind hand in what was then deemed necessary magnifi-

cence." 6 Some idea of the extent to which English court

life failed to keep pace with the rest of the continent is

given by W. J. Lawrence in the following passage:

Scattered over the continent were numerous gorgeous
court theaters, such as the famous Teatro Farnese
at Parma and the newly-erected Salle des Machines
in the Tuileries, in which costly operatic per-
fornances were given on festive occasions. But before
the Spring of 1665 that congeries of straggling, ill
assorted buildings known as Whitehall Palace com-
prised only one playhouse, a miserable bandbox

6W. j. Lawrence, "Forein Singers and 5hsicians at
the Court of Charles II," ivsical Quarterly, IX (1923),
218.
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constructed in a cockpit long before the Civil War
and now painfully obsolete.7

Oharles, however, realized that his court lacked

continental lustre and quickly set about to rectify the mat-

ter. One of his earliest acts after re-establishing the

Chapel Royal, that of the despatchment of Pelham Humfrey to

France to adopt the dramatic methods of Lully to English

church music, has already been mentioned.8 Even before Hum-

frey, John Banister, who was "Master of the King's Music,"

was sent to France in 1661. In the interim a Frenchman,

iouis Grabu, was appointed to his post, and. thus a foreigner

occupied "the highest official musical post in England." 9

Italians like Giovanni Draghi(came to England in 1667) and

Nicola Matteis(arrived in 1672) were imported. The French-

man Cambert, who came to England in 1672, produced Perrin's

Ariane in London in 1674. Charles even attempted to organ-

ize music activities at court in much the same way that

it wcs done at Versailles; for example, like Louis XIV's

"vingt-quatre violins du roi," he had a band of twenty-four

violins1 0 and occasions were found for introducing them into

the services of the Chapel Royal as well as on the secular

stage.

For all the interest that Charles II displayed in the

"continentalization" of English music, however, he was a

man of notoriously shallow taste. fore than once he has

7bid. 8 Supra, p. iii.

9D. J. Grout, A Short Hist of p (New York,
1947), p. 135.

1%Roger North, The Musical Gramarian, edited by
H. Ancrews (London, 9n5)Tp.27.
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been characterized as being " . . . a lover of slight

songs (who] would not endure any he could not act EollowJ

by keeping time."11 Ashley describes him as

. . . a dark man with a large nose, over six feet
tall, he had been a good looking boy, but had grown
into a rather ugly, if strangely attractive man.
He was a dilettante, inclined to be lazy but
capable of bursts of energy. Good looking women and
entertaining rogues gave14im pleasure, but scarcely
influenced his policies.

Whatever his shortcomings, it was this man, the "DJerry

monarch" as he was called, who so profoundly impressed his

somewhat exotic if frivolous taste upon the musicians and

poets of his day, and thus led them, for better or worse,

towards the increased secularization of English Music.

ius ic

The beginning of the seventeenth century saw the intro-

duction of the new style, in music to Italy, France, Germany

and ;England. The "nuove musiche" as it was called, was

dominated from the very start by Italian ideas and flourished

greatly in Venice, the leading city throughout the seven-

teenth century, as well as in Florence and Rome. Charac-

teristic of the new Italian style was the abrpt turning

away from the polyphony of the sixteenth century and the

almost total embracement of a vocal art which emphasized the

importance of the solo voice at the expense of the over-

refined, evenly distributed texture of the older contrapun-

tal practice. This is not to say that sixteenth century

traditions immediately disappeared, for they existed side

by side with the modern style well into the seventeenth

II oger Forth, Memoirs of Music, edited by E. F. Rim-
bault (London, 1846), p. 103.

1 2 taurice P. Ashley, Great Britain to 1668 (Ann Arbor,
1961), pp. 373-4.
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century , but during the first half of the century it be-

came apparent that a gradual interaction between the two

styles was taking place, ar interaction from which re-

sulted the rise of monody and the decline of polyphony. So

great was the impact of the new style on the musical world

at that time, that it soon spread all over Italy and to the

rest of Purope as well. France was perhaps the least suc-

cessful in resisting Italian influences, for it was not

until 1660 and after, that a national style of music was

established there e due primarily to the efforts of Jean

Baptiste Lully, who, ironically enough,was an Italian by

birth. In spite of the Thirty Years War(1618-1648) which

had severely disrupted Germany's already depleted musical

culture, a great re-awakening in music followed, climaxing

in the works of J. S. Bach; but even here Bachis Italian

roots are undeniable.

New Ideas in English Music

During this time in England, musical life reached its

highest peak in the early decades of the seventeenth centu-

ry.

A truly remarkable number of excellent composers wrote
music of every description for dancing, singing,the
theater, court entertainments, the home and church,
and they wrote for every kind of musical ensemble.
Some of it was intended for the skilled performer,
some for the amateur; elaborate religious musicr was
written for church services and sacred madrigals for
home singing. The greatest master of the period was
William Byrd, and some of the others, like Thomas
Morley, Orlando Gibbons, Thomas Tomkins, John Wilbye,
John Dowland, Anthony Holborne, Thomas We kes, while
not his equal, were certainly first rate.,-

13Noah Greenberg, editor, An Elizabethan Song Book
(Garden City, 1956), p. xiii.
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In the course of musical history, one of the charac-

teristics which distinguished the Elizabethan era from the

periods that went before it was the large quantity of sem-

lar vocal music produced at that time. Some of this was

partly attributable perhaps to the Reformation, but to a

greater extent, it was due to the ever increasing influx of

Italian vogue into England. England, like France and Ger-

many, iad not escaped the Italian tide, but unlike the

remainder of Europe, had reacted in .a rather unique way.

While English musicians adopted certain characteristics of

the new style, for example the predominance of the solo

voice, which was most successfully displayed in the "lutanist

ayre,'g4 they had failed in the beginning to grasp the es-

sence of the Italian recitative. As Walker remarked, "the

idea of emotionally exact expression of intense dramatic

feeling, which led the Italians to write declamatory reci-

tative devoid of all musical interest, never appealed to

English musicians."15 Instead they emphasized the rhythic

characteristics in the recitative, thereby sacrificing

melodic contour and harmonic interest. What resulted was

an intellectual attempt at declamation, concerned more with

the meaning of the words than with the emotional force of

the music itself: consequently the melody was thought to be

of less importance thxn the sense of the text.

14Usually a strophic song for solo voice and accompa-
ning chordal instrwrent, which had its beginning on the
continent, but Which reached the height of its popularity
in Elizabethan England. Occasionally it has parts for
other voices and instruents, but the melody is always the
uppermost part. See Greenberg, 2Z. cit., p. xiv.

15alker, o_. cit., p. 120.
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The chief criticism of English declamatory song will
always be its lack of inspired melody and its com-
plete capitulation to the poetry. In his efforts to
portray to the utmrost the meaning of the words, the
Caroline coriposer fr kly abandoned melody as an
important criterion.

The new "stilo rappresentivo" made its first ap-

pearance in England through that spectacle which first

served as ngland's opera or musico-dramatic form , the

masque. The nmasque was the English equivalent of the French

"ballet de cour." It was usually allegorical in nature,

designed for-the entertainment of the nobility, and con-

sisted of lavish costuming and dancing along with spoken

dialoge, songs and some instrmmental music. Lanier's

early use of ecitative17 was not continued in later

masques, for the English composers generally preferred to

substitute spoken dialogue for those portions of the masque

which in Italian opera would have been made up of Italian

recitative. Consequently, the songs of the masque, unlike

the arias of Italian opera,,were simply -interpolated into

the work in much the same way as they were in the later

Restoration plays, and did not evolve systematically out

of the spoken dialogue as did the Italian arias out of the

recitative . This gave the songs of the masque a dis-

tinctively simple and popular flavor, a chracteristic which

even those of later operas retained.

16hurray lefkowitz, William Lawes (London, 1960),
p. 164.

1 7 Generally,Nicolas uanier(1588-1666) is credtd with
writing the first recitative in England for Ben Jonson's
Lovers ade Men in 1617. The music is no longer extant.

ro, op.c .~, p. 133.



Aside from the settings of the songs, music in the

rasque served in the following capacities: it supplied the

musical introduction, filled in transitions and accompanied

the dances. Most of the acting, as in the prologues and

stage dialogue, as well as the singing was performed by

professionals, leaving the members of the court free to

participate in the masking, just as was done in Iully's

"ballet de cour."

In spite of its popularity during Elizabethan times,

none of the great Elizabethan composers wrote music for the

masque. The principal composers of early masque music, who

wrote in aRstyle on the whole obligated to the late Renais-

sance, were Thomas Campion(1567-1620), John Coperario

(1575-1626),18 nd Alfonso Ferrabosco(c.1575-1628). Proba-

bly all of these men composed music for the masques of Ben

Jcns on, who was the principal writer of the asque during

the early seventeenth century. The later masque composers1 9

include Nicolas Panier(d. 1666), William Lawes(1602-1645),

Henry Lawes(1596-1662) and. Simon Ives(1600-1662), followed

by Captain Cook(d. 1672), Christopher Gibbons(c. 1615-1676)

and }atthew Locke(c. 1630-1677). The last three were active

when the masque was declining in popularity. It especially

1SHe was actually John Cooper, an Englishman, but he
italianized his name after study in Italy,

1 9 0ccasionally the iusic for the masque was written
collectively by more than one composer, e. g.,in Davenant's
Triunp of the Prince d'amout(1636) in which the Lawes
br7oTs~colleborated. This was custom observed even in
the Restoration play, for example, Shadwell's reviion of
the Tempest in April 1674 contained music by Banfi~tbr# ,
Dra and Locke as well as Pelham Humfrey.

I
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proopered during the reigns of James 1(1603-1625) and

Charles I(1625-1649),20 but the opposition to stage plays

which arose during the Commonwealth prevented their per-

formances in public.

The performance of "opera" had somehow not aroused the

protest during the Commonwealth that the masque had, re-

gardless of the fact that all of the so-called English

"oeras" of the seventeenth century were in reality nothing

more than stage plays with music#.' D. J. Grout gives the

most probable explanation for this lack of censure.

Meanwhile , English opera had begun in a modest way
under the Commonwealth, not because English composers
or public especially wanted operas, but because,
although stage plays were prohibited,ca play set to
Music 'ould be called a 'concert' and s o avoid the
ban. 22

The Siege of Rhodes(1656), with music by Patthew Locke,

H. lawes, Captain Cook and others, is usually regarded as

the -irst true English opera. This work is presumed to

have been sung from beginning to end, although it is not

possible to confirm this since not a note of the music has

survive d.23 So successful was its first p erf ormance that

it was repeated several times, and followed by a score of

It was not unusual during this period to have a new
masaue produced nearly every year and sometimes even as many
as fouw^ or five a year. Walker, _. cit., p. 121.

2 1Excepting John Blow's Venus and Adonis(1684 or 1685),

The Sig of Rhodes(1656), an~dHenry~TurcelUs Dido and
T heTne 87 which were sung throughout.

2 2 D. J. Grout, A History ofVfWestern fusic (Jew York,
1960), P. 318.

23E. J. Dent, Foundations of English Opera (Cambridge,,
England, 1928), p. T54.
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others culminating in the works of Henry Purcell. Un-

fortunately for English music, Purcell's efforts were

followed by little subsequent development, for at the time

of his death(1695), T ondon was full of Italian musicians

and all hope for a purely English musical drama was ended.

During the period roughly coinciding-with the reigt of

Charles 1(1625-1649), the composition of songs in the

Elizabethan manner had gradually faded out of existence.

Poets and.nusicians were still undergoing a period of in-

tense productivity, but instead of the "lutanist ayre" they

had turned their attention to the newer forms of the day,

namely the ballads, catches, gleesand,perhaps most im-

portant of all, in the light of this study, to the

"declamAtory song." The declamatory song, as well as other

types of English song, was in evidence ,s far back as the

first few decades on the seventeenth century but for some

strange reason one man has been traditionally associated

with its inception, Henry Lawes.

When the 'representative style' did come [to England
it grew naturally out of ienxy Iaves' waof set-
ting metrical words in strict time . . 0.0

Such testimony to Lawes' role as the originator- of

the declaatory song is not unusual in spite of the fact

that Lawes possessed no greater skill, in this capacity,

than any of the other composers of his day, including his

own brother, William lawes. What Henry Lawes had succeeded

in acing, however, was gaining the confidence of many of

the poets through his ability to set their- texts with

"just note and accent." The following excerpt is from a

sonnet by John iilton and carries the heading "To my friend

H. C. Colles, Voice and Verse (London, 1928), p. 64.
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Mr. Henry Lawes"':

Harry, whose tuneful and well measured Song
First taught our English music how to Span
Words with just note and accent, not to scan
With lidas Ears, committing short and long;

Thy worth and skill exempts thee from the throng,
With praise enough for envy to look wan;
To after age thou shalt be writ the man
That with smooth aire couldst humour best our

tone. 25

Whether Milton was sincere or not in his praise of

lawes can probably never be known, but this much is certain:

Lawes was active at a time when most of the great lutenist

song writers of the preceeding age had just died. There

was a conspicuous lack of original musicianship, and Lawes,

being a practical man, recognized that the earlier attempts

at declamation had not met with widespread approval. The

musical amateurs, who formed a large part of the audience

at that tioe, wanted to hear a "tune" and the poets wished

the music to be as unobtrusive as possible so thattheir lines

could be heard.

He Lawei accepted the regular accent of the bar as
a musica necessity, he felt the metrical accents of
the lines and proceeded to nail the two firmly to-
gether in his masquing airs. The plan worked; singers
and players were easily able to keep in touch with one
another; the complaints of the poets were turned to
praise of his skill. 2 ,

For the most part, Lawes preferred the "strophic song,"

that is, the kind where the music is complete for the first

2tWilla PcClung Evans, Henry Tawes Musician and Friend
of Poets (New York, 1941), p. ___

2 6 H. C. Colles, o. it., p. 61.
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stanza of the verse and then is simply repeated for each

successive stanza. While this may appear contradictory

to the basic concept of recitative music, which would

seem to suggest a more "through-composed" technique,

Tawes uses the strophic formula as an integral part of

his style. "'Recitative Iusick' was by its very nature

through-composed for the most part, though some declamatory

songs were strophic." 2 7

Briefly, characteristics of Henry Lawes' declamatory

song principle may be summed up as follows: He closely

patterned his musical rhythms after that of declaimed speech,

that is, longer note values to strong syllables and shorter

ones to weak syllables. He attempted, in his melodies, to

approximate the natural intervals of voice inflection and

he punctuated his phrases by long note values and frequent

cadences. The shortcomings of such a discipline are read-

ily apparent, however, for in imitating the rhythms of

declaimed speech an inevitable monotony resulted; the

patterning of musical intervals after the intervals of

voice inflection gave the melodic line an angular- charac-

teristic as well as lack of direction, and the over-

punctuation of phrases retarded the musical flow and caused

a lack of melodic interest.

It would be misleading to suggest that the declamatory

song enjoyed some sort of mass popularity even during the

time that it was fashionable. Although frequent publi-

cations Of such songs had managed to sustain the style

over a period of perhaps twenty years, it represented "an

exclusive art designed for a small coterie of intellectual

27Thurston Dart, "Song," Grove's Dictionar of Music
and tu sicians, VII (London, 1934)~91.
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nobility, poets, wits, musicians, and artists Who adorned

the sophisticated chambers of Court." 28 The ballads,

catches, glees, and drinking songs, on the whole proved

to be a lot less abstruse, and consequently interested a

far greater audience. By the early 1670's Lawes' style in

declamatory riting was on the decline. Evidence of this

may be gathered from an examination of a few of the song-

books from tne period.

John Playford's first published volume of Henry Lawes'

songs appeared in 1653 under the title Ares and Dialogxes

for One, Two, and Three Voyces and contained fifty-four of

Lis compositions. (This was perhaps one of the few instances

where a song-book of the type published by Playford was

devoted entirely to the songs of one composer. A more

customary practice was to include the sors of several,

even perhaps as many as twenty composers.) The fact that

reprints and new publications of lawes' songs appeared even

as late as 166929 indicate that he was still at that time

a leading fashionable composer. In 1673, however, Playord

published another collection entitled Choice Son6s and

Ayres...Being most of the Newest Sons Snat Court

nd Public Theaters, and of the sixty-three songs contained

therein xct one is by Henry Lawes. Lawes' sudden decline

in popularity is not so difficult to comprehend when one

considers that by the second decade of the Restoration, al-

most ten years after his death, Lawes' songs had to be

dropped from the song book repertoire to make room for

those of the new composers of the Restoration.3 0 In

2 8 Lefkowitz, 2op. ct., p. 150.

29Select Ayres and Dialogues to Sing to the Theorboe-
Lite or Basse Viol, published by JfT~mPlyTorTT~~CLondon , 9).

30The classification "Restoration" usually denotes a
period from 1660-1710. Fellowes, _. cit., p. 117.
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6aditon to Pelhm Humfrey, the new group included John

Dan i ster(1630-1679) , Willi inTurner(1651-1740)., John

Blot(1648/9-170 8 ), Iatthew Locke(1630-1677) and of course

Henry Purcell(1659-1695).

The Restoration

As stylistic period, the music of the English Res-

toration hardly forms a noticeable contrast with the periods

before it. Bukofzer defines the truly formative period of

English Baroque music as occurring sometime during the

reign of Charles l(1625-1649) or before. "The Restortion

does not usher in a new stylistic period, because the sali-

ent features of what has been called 'Restoration' style

are already clearly apparent before the Comonwealth,"31

That which is generally thought of as "Restoration" style

is in realit: a consequence of some of Charles II's inno-

vations Ad will be discussed in more detail in the next

chapter.3 2 0hrles had a genuine dislike of the older

Furnishdevotiona.l music, which he found boring and lacking

in vitality , and stubbornly insisted, as the leading mem-

ber of fashionable society, on being constantly amused.

Such an attitude, vas Thurston Dart remarked, could not help

but produce a noticeable lack of profundity in the music

of the period. "The music of the new composers of the

Restoration shows a briskness and certain superficiality

Which was typical of this generation."33 This conspicuous

31 nfred Bukofzer, Vusic in the BaroueEa(Few York,
1947), P. 180.

32 Infra , pp. 27-29.

33art , 2o. cit., p. 932.
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Challomness in musical taste was apparently noticeable

even during the Restoration, for as John Playford noted in
1666 "all solemn sick ws much laid aside, being esteemed

too he-vy and dull for the light heels and brains of the

nimble and wanton age."34

In spite of its musical setbacks, however, the period
of the Restoration did put an end to England's relative
artistic isolation, thereby giving impetus to the deliberate
and extensive introduction of both French and Italian

influences into English music.

34 Lydia iddleton, "John Playf ord," Dictionar of
Rational BiograpL , XV (London, 1917), 1302-37



THE SONGS OF HUMFRE

Sources

During the second half of the seventeenth century
began a great age in the printing of English song-books
which was to last well into the eighteenth century. aost
of the credit for this increase in song publication has
bbeen bestowed upon Englahnd's first acknowledged full-time
music publisher, John Playford(1623-1686) .1

Playford became established as a music publisher a-
round 1650. For a few years before he had been a
"stationer," that is, a publisher of non-musical works in
Stationers Hall. 2 Very little is known of his early life

or education, although he apparently had some sort of a
Musical training for he often included some of his own
songs in the song-books that he published. In 1653 he was
influential enough to get himself appointed to the re-
sponsible position of Clerk to the Temple Church. Playford

kept his shop in the inner Temple "near the Church door"
throughout his publishing career and for a time actually
resided in the apartment overhead, until moving to Islington,
here his wife began operating a boarding school about 1662.

Playford's first musical publication appeared in 1651
under the title of The English Dancing Master, a volume of

lHe was called "the elder" to distinguish him from his
nephew, John Playford(1656-1686), who was a music printer.

2 Frank Kids on, "John 'layford and Seventeenth Century
11sic Publishing," Musical Ouarterly, IV (October, 1918),
317.
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country dance tunes with "plain and easy rules" for dancing

to them. The bulk of the volume consisted of one-hundred

and four simple tunes rudely printed from movable -ype.

The music was neither barred or- harmonized but the Work be-

came so popular that it went through eighteen editions, the

last one appearing in 1728.3 Playford's numerous publications

include the following well known volumes: A Musical Ba

(1651); a selection of Catches and Rounds by John Hilton

entitled Catch that Catch Can(1652); Musick's Recreation on

the y Viol(1652); Select Musicall Ayres and Dialogues

(1652), by John Wilson; and Henry Lawes" collection of

Aye and Dialogues. Another work by Playford entitled An

Introduction to the Skill of Music(1654) is typical of the

sort of publication intended largely for use by musical

amateurs. In addition to instructions for "singing on

sight' the book contains easy lessons for performing on the

bass viol and treble violins as well as a reprint of

Campion's treatise on composition,"The Art of Setting or

Composing of music in Parts." Playford issued many other

instruction books of a like nature as well as separate

publications of the works of prominent composers of his day,

but he is primarily known for his collected volumes of songs

and catches. It is probable that were it not for Tohn

IPlayford's song-books, the majority of Hunfrey 's songs

would never have been published.

Playford's first book of Choice 22g ond Ayres for

(ne Voice to ing _to a Theorboe-Lute or Bass Viol(1673)

c-ontains eleven of Pelham Humfrey 's secular songs along

'ith fifty-two other songs by his contemporaries. These

are the earliest known examples of his songs in print.

After the 1673 collection, most of Hurfrey's songs were

3idson, a. _cit., p. 520.
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reg larly published by Playford and appeared in such col-

Lections as Choice Ayres, Sonfs and Dialogues(1675 and

1676); and Choice Ayre and Songs(1679, 1681 and 1684).

lunfrey's songs continued to be printed long after the

Playfords retired from the publishing business4 and an

occasional song of his appearing in a song-book as late as

1719 is not unco mon. 5  It was not until the appearance of

John Stafford Smith's usica Aatiqua (London, 1812), that

Humfrey's songs were again represented in any number.

Smith's collection, containing five of Humfrey's songs, is

Sab-titled "A Selection of rusic of this [inglandJ and

other Countries, . . . Comprising some of the earliest and

most curious totetts, Madrigals, Hymns, Anthems and

Songs . . . . It employed oval-shaped notes6 and is on

he whole much more clearly printed than Playford's, but

like the Playford publications, it gave only the vocal

part with an unfigured bass accompaniment.

The twentieth century saw a marked increase in the

publication of Humfrey's music. Four of his songs, "I

pass all my hours," "0 ye sad day," "Ayoung man satt

sighing," and "Where the bee sucks" were published in the

warly part of the century.7 In 1938, Imogene Holst

4 John Plcyford diedin 1686, passing the business or
to his son Henry, who continued for a few years into the
eighteenth century.

5A rather rare instance of a late eighteenth century
publication(1782) of one of Humfrey's songs is listed in
Sdythe F. Back .i' Catalogue of Music in the Huntington

Library (San Mlarino, 1949) , p. .T7P apipendix of John
Hawkins' General History of the Science and Practice of
I music (London, 1776) , containsHumfrey's"T Ipass all my
hours," vocal part and unfigured bass only.

6Playford used lozenge-shaped notes in his collections.

7Granville Bantock, Hundred Songs of England, (Boston,
1914), (the first two songs ) ; C . T.~ncent , FifLy Shake-
speare ongs, (Few York, 1906), (the last two songs).
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conducted a concert of Pelham Humfrey's usic,8 the first

such concert perhaps since Hunfrey's time, and concurrently

edited three of his songs for the Lyre-Bird Press.9 Henry

Jordan's unpublished dissertation on Hunfrey, however, con-

tains the most recent(1956) examples of Humfrey's songs in

print .10

Approximately a third of Humfrey's songs appear in

manuscript as well as published forn, inevitably raising

the question as to which versionshould be selected as the

definitive source. In every case, where a choice was given,

the example dated closest to umfrey's time was regarded as

authoritative. Consequently, the versions found in the song-

books by Playford an others were selected,for none of the

manuscripts are Humfrey autographs and are, in most cases,

of a considerably later date. This precaution seems justi-
fied since a collation, where duplicates occur, between song-

book and mnuscript version of the same song, often revealed

dissimilarities, suggesting that the songs in mannyscript

had undergone some editing since first composed. Of the

twenty-five songs, only two exist in manuscript only: "Long

have I lov'd," and "Divinely fair Pastora's Sheep."ll

The Song Texts

The task of identifying the authors of Humfrey's song-

texts is made more difficult as a result of the seventeenth

century custom of omiitting the poet's ncme from the title

pages of the song-books. The reason, or reasons, for thse

omissions are not clear. In the case of Humfrey's songs,

8 Derek Shepherd, "A Pelham Humfrey Concert," The
Musical Time s, LfXIX (1938), 289.

9 Imogene Holst, Pelham Humfrey: Three Songs, (Paris, 1938).
1 0 hJordan, o . cit. ,Five songs, giving vocal and bass

parts only, are printied in the musical supplement.
11 3M Additional 11S 19759 and Folger MS:CG 1064 respectively.
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it my have been due to the poet's desire to remain

anonymous, in view of the frivolous nature of much of the

verse, which, after all, could have been composed by

practical]|any poet as ell as many laymen. 1 2 It is also

possible that Humufrey either borrowed some of the verses

of an obscure poet, or that he wrote many of the texts

himself.l3 Still another explanation could be that the

Restoration audiences were already familiar with the texts

and their poets. Lyrics that were not a part of a stage

play may have been knwn from their appearance in sever-

al popular collections of contemporary poetry, such as

The Mestrineter Drolley(1671 and 1672); The Oxford

Droller(1671); New Court Sons(1672); Choice Poems(1661);

Poems Written upon Several Occasions(1673) and The ew

Academy of Cfliients(1671), all of which were fairly

accessible to the public. Consequently, at the time(c, 1673)

that Hmfrey's songs began to be published, further

identification of the authors of the texts may have been

thought either unirmportant or perhaps unnecessary, because

of the popularity of their poems.

A list of authors whose texts have been positively

identified reveals that Huifrey drew frequently from the

works of the major poets and dramatists of his day: John

Dryd n(1631-1700), Robert Herrick(1591-1674), Abraham

Co'ley(1618-1667), William Wycherley(c .1640-1716), and

Thomas Flatman(1637-1688). Likely assumption would

also be that some of the poets of the court also

12 Charles II, for instance, is said to have composed
the words to "I pass all my hours." E. ncan, jyrics
from the OldS ong-Books (London, 1927), p. 307.

13This latter solution has, in fact, already been
suggested. See Sharp, , t _., p. 237.
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collaborated with Humfrey,4 especially since their lyrics

closely resemble, in tone, those that Hunfrey used for his

songs.

Charles II was surrounded by a small coterie of

fashionable wits, whose verses reflected the tone of the

rourt, if not the nation itself. The most important of

these poets were The Earl of Rochester, Sir Charles

Sedley, Charles Sackville, and the Second Duke of Bucking-

ham, George Villiers. Thomas D'urfey(1653-1723) was perhaps

the most popular lyric poet of his age, and caompanion and

entertainer of no less than five English monarchs, including

Charles II. His chief asset seems to have been a resonant

bass voice and "a vulgar impudent wit, with a good. nature

willingness to play the buffoon." 1 5

As in the restoration play, it is important here to

note how the influence of court society had changed the

standard of wit and, consequently, the poetry itself.

e ourthope writes that

The essence of court wit under Charles II consisted of
impudence. Whatever of the secrecies of hm:an
thought had been disguised in chivalrous times by a
veil of allegory was now flaunted before the public
gaze nakedly, and without shame. The little group
of courtiers surrounding their King delighted in
showing. the world that their license had no bounds.
Etheredge, Sheppard, and Sedley exposed themselves

140ne prominent courtier-p oet, Charles Sackville,
Earl of Dorset(1637-1705), is definitely known to have
written the words to "Pbyllis for shame." See Norman Ault,
Seventeenth Century Lyrics from the OrinaI Texts
(Yew York, 1750), p.f768.

15C. L. Dy, of John LRyAen (Cambridge, 1932),
p. 7.
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nked to a crowd. Rochester, invited to dinner
with a foreign ambasa sor, cuffed Killigrew in the
presence of the King.1T

Syptons of the abrupt change in court behavior from

the preceeding age, were nowhere more discernible than in

the verses of the courtier-poets. Whereas, in the earlier

lyrics of the Carolines the predominant theme was alle-

gorical love in the form of legendary figures, the

Restorationists often adopted the conventions of marriage

as a prime object of ridicule.

Poets found the spiritual and emotional implications
of adultery, and the temptations to commit adultery,
a constant inspiration. Of this inspiration was
born the literary tradition of courtly love.17

Some variations of this theme form the basis for several

of the texts to Humifrey's songs, such as "Oh that I had

but a fine man," "Nay let me alone," "Of all the brisk

dames," and "A wife I do hate."

Of the more traditional themes in Humfrey's song-

texts, the "fleeting nature of time" idea appears with

some frequency . This motive was prevalent primarily in

Renaissance poetry, but its presence in some of Humfrey's

texts is unmistakable; particularly in the songs "When

Aurelia first I courted," "How severe is forgetful old

age," and "Ah fading joy." 1 8

3-6W.j. Courthope, A Histgr English Poetry
(London, 1911), III, 457.

17Phillip John Stead, Songsof the Restoration
Theatre (London, 1948), p. xv.

1 8 The song "0 ye sad day," although concerned more
with the subject of "death," may be considered remotely
related to this group.
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The greatest proportion of the song-texts, however,

come under the heading of "simple songs of love" and deal,
more or less, with the conventional love song topics.

Included in this group are: "I pass all my hours," "0 love

if e'er thou'lt ease a heart," "As freezing fountains,"

"Phyllis for shame," "Iong have I lov' d, ," "hnerever I-am,"

"Thouh you doome all to dye," "Divinely frair Ptsr's

sheer," "Thus Cupid commences his rapes and vagaries," "Let

fortune and Phyllis frown if they please," "Cupid once when

weary grown," and "A lover I'm born."

Two more textual classifications are necessary for

the song "How well doth this harmonious meeting prove," the

only song in praise of mus ic; and the songs "Hark, hark,

hark, the storm grows loud" and "Cheer up my ratess" the

only "sailor" songs. The latter two may have had a part

in a Restoration play, although their use in this capacity

cannot be confirmed.

Just as with the Restoration song, the preservation of

Restoration verse is in many ways indebted to John Playford.

In general, the professional standards involved in the

printing of english songs and lyrics, during the Comm on.

wealth and Restorotion were at a low ebb, but Playford was

one publisher who was striving to improve them. Repeatedly

he promises in the prefaces to Choice Songs and yres(1673,

1675, 1676, and 1683), that "my care, pains and charge hath

not been small, by procuring true and exaCt copies, and

dayly attending the over sight of the Presse."1-9 It is

leow, hoever, that Playford was usually tore faithful to

the 2usic than the text, since in spite of his efforts,

nany differences can be found between the texts of Huffrey's

1 9John Playford, publisher, Choice Songs and
(1673), cited in E. F. Hart, "Caroline Lyrics ant
Contemporary Song-books," The ibrary, Series 5, VIII
(June, 1953), 96.
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songs, published by him, and the same texts as they appear

in the published collections of a poet's works. The most

probable reason for these differences arises as a result.

of the close relationship between music and poetry at this

time. It is known, for instance, that Charles II's court

played host to some of the most prominent poets and musicians

of the age. The close association of these two groups at

court probably prompted an informal exchange between them

of their songs and verses. Since Playford's version of a

poem often seems to be crude or unpolished when compared to

the later authoritative example, appearing in the poet's

collected works, it could be that the text in Huimfrey's

song represents an earlier rough draft of the finished text.

Furthermore, the divergeciep of two examples of text are so

wide in some cases that they exclude the possibility of

mere error on the part of the scribe or printer. One

possible exlanation, then, is that poets were anxious to

hear their verses set to music, so eager that they allowed

them to be set while still in an unfinished form. 2 0  Beca use

of this, song-books are regarded by many editors as being

satisfactory sources of seventeenth century Enhglish

verse, to be used only in the absence of purely literary

texts.

There is also another reason why the Playford song-

books are inadequate as an authentic source of verse. They

often contain only a portion of a text, perhaps one or two

stanzas, when the entire poem may have rn to as many as

four or five stanzas. This practice is the result of the

printer's desire to have each song occupy no more than a

page, or two pages facing each other, in order to facilitate

perf orman e. In Humfrey's strophic songs,, usually only the

20This rather common occurrence was also true of the
earlier Caroline poets. See Hart, _. cit., p. 89.
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first stanza of the text is underlaid; as many of the

remaining stanzas as can be fitted are then printed

at the bottom of the page.

Regardless of the deficiencies, however, Playford's

level of accuracy in the reproduction of poetic texts was

well up to the average and better than most of his con-

temporaries. Like many of the Restoration musicians, some

poets did not publish their efforts, and it is significant

that if it were not for Playford's song-books, many of

their verses would never have survived, or survived only

in an even more mutilated form.

Function of the Seventeenth Century Song-

A good portion of H.mfrey's songs are written in such

, purely syllabic style that it hardly seems possible they

could have had any purpose other than simple entertainment.

This is particular true of many of the "lyric" songs2 1

widely published by the Playfords. An examination of them

reveals that they are frequently in a minor mode, in triple

meter, and bear so remarkable a melodic similarity that

one wonders why it was necessary for Humfrey to set more

than one of this variety. The answer, of course, rests

with Charles II.

Charles, although a dilettante, apparently had a

genuine interest in music. Even as early as the first few

years of the Restoration, when Hufrey and his contempor

raries were still choir boys in the Chapel Royal, the king

displayed a concern for their musical education.

King Charles treated his choristers fumfrey, Blow,
Wise, Turner, and Thomas lurcelJ wiYh that bonhomie

21"I pass all my hours," "Wherever I am," and "A young
uan satt sighing," are the most typical examples, although
there are others.
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which was inseparable from his nature, and gave
their talent every possible encouragement. He
wished them to compose, and they natural strove,
with heart and soul to please a master who knew
them all by name, and condescended to listen to
their anthems in open Chapel, and to testify his
approval of them with a smile.22

But however lofty his interest in music migit seem, Charles

was, at heart, a fancier of the lighter kinds of compo-

sition. The following statements by Roger North seem to

lend weighty evidence to this contention.

Once he ECharles II took a fancy to have a sort of
0pera in his theatre in YWhitehall; and the design
ws, that every nation should shew upon ye stage a
peice of their best musick . . . . ut ye English
Who came with a few slight songs as - "I pass all
ny hours in a shady old grove," - "A wife I do
hate . . ."t[both settings by Pelham HurfreyJ, after
ye others ade a poor appearance * , , ,23

In hisremoirs of Nsic Torth makes another reference to

the outcome of this very same "contest."

Charles II chose this song of umfrey 's E"I pass all
my hours,"J as the best of the compositions performed
at the contest of German Spanish, French and
tnglish singers . . . .24

It must have been disconcerting for the foreign musicians

present at the competition to learn that the king chose a
winning song to which he himself had written the words.

Humfrey, undoubtedly, was very conscious of Charles'
preference for his songs, and his desire for immediate

22W. S. Rockstro, A General Hsts of Kusic (London,
1886), p. 171.

231 orth, The musical Grammarian, pp. 27-28.

2 4North, Memoirs of music, p. 104.
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popularity with his patron wms, it would seem, his

strongest motive for writing them. Then too, while Charles

a-y have been Humfrey's most ardent admirer, he was by no

Ieans his only one, for the king's likes and dislikes set

the fashion aTong much of the nobility, who shared his

enthusiasm for the witty and often indelicate songs which

Humfrey frequently set.25

Aside from his merely courtly activities, Charles was

a prominent figure in the theater life of London as well.

The public theterswere one of his main preoccupations and

iany of their were really royal appanages, depending upon

courtiers for their support.

Charles II was the first English sovereign
to attend in any frequency a public playhouse -
he had his own private playhouse at hiteha1l,
but his main interest seems to have been in
public theatres. 2 6

CSome of Charles' courtiers were not always content to

remain aloof as spectators at the plays. A few of them

tried their had as dramatists and the king's notorious

mistress, Nell &Wyn, actually became well known as an

actress.27

The typical Restoration play does not represent a

very high point in the history of English drama. The

25lunfrey was probably a failiar figure in court
circles. He is said to have been the "highest paid mu-
sician under Charles." Charles Ward, "The Tempest: A
Res toration Op era Problem," A Journal of English Literary
Histo, XIII (1946), 128.

26Allardyce Nicoll, AHistor of Restoration ,
1660 - 1700 (Cambridge, 1723,7.7 8

2 7 Ashley, 2.. cit., p. 395.
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theater was the noisy meeting place of London society and

often fell victim to the whims and desires of the courtiers

and their associates.

The nobleman in the pit and boxes, the fops and
beaux and wits or would be wits who hung on to
their society, the women of the court, depraved
and licentious as the men, the courtesans with
whom these women of quality moved and conversed
as on equal terms, ma9e up at least four-fifths of
the entire audience.2

With such an audience it is hardly surprising that

the plays of Shakespeare and Jonson, although occasionally

revived, had given way to the heroic dramas and lascivious

comedies that were so popular during the Restoration. The

majority of the playrights of this time regarded Shake-

sp eare's language as obsolete, coarse and too figurative;

they objected to his romantic comedy, thought his heroes

unheroic and his scenes too chaotic. W hen Shakespeare's

plays were revived, both the comedies as well as the

comic scenes ou the tragedies were made witty and ulga r

in a peculiarly Restoration way. This was in keeping

with the two kinds of comedy popular at this time: the

"comedy of manners" which included the plays of Etheredge,

Wycherley and others; and the "comedy of humours" which

abounded with low and middle class characters and

specialized in the presentation of eccentric "humours."

The majority of Restoration comedies were more
or less haphazard assemblies of diverting or
striking situations, facile jests and contra-
dictory stock sentiments. The range of subjects
for Jest may appear limited - ccuckoldom, fornication,

28 icoll, _. cit, p. 8.
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syphilis, imipotence, homosexuality, drunkenness,
cowardice, country life, amorous women no longer
young, and the clergy . . . .29

K music ha d played dtn imp ortcant pcrt in the great

tradition of English dramra long before the time of Shake-

speare. Perhaps as early as the English "miracle cycles"

and moralityy plays" songs have been used for the em-

bellishent of English tradgedy. But not until the mid-

sixteenth century had lyrics in the plays taken on a

functional as well as ornamental significance. Finally in

Shakespeare's works, they had acquired the subtlety which

enabled them to become an important part of the technique

of both comedy and tragedy.

In the Shakespearean pltay, actors themselves sang the

songs and boys with treble voices sang the female parts.30

The tusic, therefore, had a stple and melodious character

rather than a difficult and contrapuntal one. "Still music,"

soft incidental music through which speaking could be heard,

was used and musicians were generally kept out of vie- by

being placed in the upper gallery above what is now called

the "stage box." The typical band consisted of only eight

or ten players whose main function was to begin the play

with three flourishes or soundings, to provide light

accompaniment, and to play between the acts.

By contrast, the Restoration play took on an operatic

character, for "audiences did rot crowd merely to listen

to plays; they came to be assaulted on all the senses by

29Clifford Leech, "Restoration Comedy: The Earlier
hase," Zsays in Criticism, I ( 2 pril, 1951), 169.

30women did not appear on th English stage until the
"reopening of the theaters" at the time of the Restoration.
See Ashley, op. cit., p. 395.
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the ensemble of scenes, machines, dancing and music." 3 1

There was much instrumental playing during the act as

well s before, and the presentation of an elaborate

masque was not unusual. Unfortunately, because of their

great audience appeal these techniques were often used

indiscrirately, sometimes detracting from the dramatic

action of the play.

Ythole scenes of musical entertainment, occasionally
intermingled with dance and having no relation to
the action proper, were foisted. upon the un-
fortunate play. Now and again some poor attempt
would be made to justify the extrinsicality. One
of the characters, for instance, would fall asleep
and the masque would be a materialisation of his
dream. Seldom was any better correlation
proffered. 3 2

Perhaps the most important contribution of music to

these plays rvas in the form of song. Song ha d much the

same function in the Restoration play as it had during

the plays of Shakespeare's time, for the Restoration

playrights had, in general, accepted the conventions of

song handed down to them from the earlier rart of the

century. The Restorationists, however, greatly expanded

the different varieties of songs used in the plays.

The comedies and tragedies of the period contain
a prodigious number of lyrics of all types:
epithalmia; serenades; anacreontics; pastorals;
songs at masques, feasts processionals, religious
rites, funerals; laments; elegies; mad songs;
songs illustrative of hamours; incantations; woo-
ing songs; and songs sung purely for diversion. 3 3

3 lWiiliard Thorp, Songs from t e Restoration Theater
(Princeton, 1934), p. 1.

3 21cwrence, 2. cit., p. 217.

33.l G. Noyes, "Conten;porary musical Settings of the
Songs in Restoration Dramas," A Journal of English Litera
History, I (1934), 325-326.
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Some of Lr ifrey 's songs were used in the above mentioned

capacities. The song "O love if e'er thoul't ease a

heart," for instance, was used as a "wooing song" in

Cron 's play Th e Hist oyof Charles the Eihth of France

(1672);34 ?nd in Dryden's The ConQst o rnada(1672),

the son "'Wherever I am" was employed in the mcanner of a

ern .35

One of the most frequent opportunities for the use of

Song occurred at the very beginning of the play. Here it

served to silence the noisy audience and concentrate

attention on the tableau being presented as the curtain

rose. The use of song in a similar capacity during the

interval between acts seems to have been unsuvl; this was

function reserved for the orchestra. In tragedies,

songs were comonly used to comfort moods of melancholy

and despir, as well as to simultaneously distrct both

the ch rcters on stage and the audience itself. ?ieces

of this nature were mown as "divertive" songs_36 nd <ere

frequontlJ employed in banquet, wedding, and coronation

series. Conedies oten contained songs which seemed to

depict certAin humorous types of characters, that is, sail-

ors , ootpads, pretenders to wit, and h actors, Tr a ge dies,

however, usually avoided character painting by son-, be-

cause comic underplots were thought to be indecorous.

Throughout this period, one can never be certain

whether solo songs were written originally as independent

34R. G. Noyes, "Conventions of Song in Restoration
Tradgedy," Pblications of the Modern lani ge Association
of Aerica,1III (1936),J 6 -7

3 5 Ibid., p. 176.
3 6 HN-ufrey's setting of "Al fading joy" from Dry-den's

The Indian gperor(1670?) was used in this capacity. Sung
b~~an n~An voi, it entertins the character Pizzaro and
his conquist adores, See Day, . cit., p. 142-143.
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pieces, merely to be published in a song-book of the time,

or as interpolations into some sort of dramatic production.

This is e specially t rue of Pelham Humfreyr' songs, for,

of the twenty-five that he wrote only six can be definitely

linked mith some play, while the function of some of the

others remains a mystery. The reason for this is perhaps

due to the early Restoration custom of not printing the

songs in the text of the play.3 7 In Humfrey's case, only

one of his songs appeared in a play at a time, for the

typical early play rarely called for more than one or two;

for example, The Indian li error contained only two songs.

Towards the end of the Restoration the number of songs in

a single play sometimes increased to ns mny as six and

the ?ords and music were frequently appended to the text.38

The use of song by Restoration playrights indicates that

they realized the value of lyrics in increasing the

emotional intensity of a dramatic situation, but the kind

of song which was an integral part of the play and which
fhen omitted would create a gap in the development of the

plot, was never comon at any period.39

Pelham Humfrey's contribution to the Restoration

stage is largely based on the music he provided for one

play, a revision of Shakespeare's TeMpest, produced in

1674. So much controversy has surrounded the identity of

the author of the revision as well as the co0posers of the

music, that it seems necessary{ to explin the dispute in

some detail.

3 7 Thorp, o. cit., P. 5,

38Ibid.

39Noyes, "Conventions of Song . . .," p. 168.
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The first Restoration version of The Terpest, the

revision by D'Avenant and Drxyden, was produced in

November of 1667, played by the IX ke of York's company at

the lincoln's Inn Fields Theater. For a long time it had

been supposed that music of John Banister and Pelhax

lumfrey hAd. been used for thit performance.

Jointly with Pelham Humfrey he Banister wrote the
msic to the Ternpest, performed in 1667, some of
the songs of which, were published in the first
book of "Choice Ayres," 1676.40

It is probab tht in the original production of
the Tempest L1667 some music by Pelham Humfrey
was used. 1

In speaking of a song sung in the 1667 production of

the TZEpest, Su.mers also mentions Banister and Humfrey as

the composers of the music. 4 2

many years later it was discover ed that in 167343 a

second revision of the TeLpest was made by Thomas Shad-

well.44  Shadwell's version was musically more elaborate

than the Dryden-D'Avenant production and for this reason

it was called an opera.

4 0 Edward F. Rimbault, "John Banister," Grove's Diction-
_ of Lfufsic and musicians I (Philadelphia, 7179.

4 1 Charles Burney, A General History of husic from the
Earliest Ages .to the PisenT riod , withcrili~13l and
TsTorical not-e~ FTy~ rkeeT(ew York, 1935), p. 644.

4 2 lontague Sumers, Shakespeare AdSptations (London,
1922), p. xlviii.

43La-rence has shown that the rerformnance took Place
in 1674 instead of 1673 as originally thought. W. J.
Lawrence, The Elizabethan Pljyhouse and other Studies
(Phila delph, TT912)TTT 199-M20

44 hydwell's authorship las been questioned by Charles
Ward xho names Thomas Betterton as the author of this
revision. See Ward, op. cit., p. 123.
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In 1920 an article appeared in the Bulletin of the
"Soci te Franaise de ifusicologie" describing a recent

finding of a manuscript in the Library of the Paris

Conservatoire, entitled "The Vocal ivtsick in the Tempest

by 1r. Pelh. Humfrey." 4 5  The manuscript contained, in the
following order, "The song of the Three Divells," The

asque, and the song "Arise, ye subterranean winds."4 6

This discovery prompted. tilliam Barclay Squire to write an

article for the ii sical QuartErly, in 1921, disclosing his
conclusion that neither Hunfrey or Banister had anything

to do with the 1667 production of the TeMest as Was

formerly supposed, but that their music instead formed part

of the Shadwell performance of 1674.47

It would not be within the scope of this paper to ex-

plain the dispute in any more detail, although a few

deductions may be safely made from what has already been

said. First of all, there were definitely two early

Restoration productions of Shakespeare's Tempest, one in

1667 and the other in 1674. The author of the 1674 revision

--as probably Thomas Shadwell and his version is the most

operatic. Secondly, considering Barclay Squire's argment,

the claim that Pelham Hufreyns music formed a part of

the second production seems reasonably certain. Hufrey's

44-. L. Pereyra, "La kusique ecrite sur la TempAte
d'apres Shakespeare par Pelham Humfrey," Bulletin de la
ocit Fraais de Miusicologie, II (1920),75-5~

46This song was later proved to have been composed not
by numfrey, but by Pietro Reggio. Lawrence, The Elizabethan
playhousee .f., p. 199. Humfrey's song "WheFe~tHETbee
sNcks," however, while not found in this manuscript, had
tppearEd in a collection of songs printed about 1675 en-
-titled The Ariel's Songs in the Play called the Tpest and
was kno~iFto haveforme a~Tpar of the play.

47William Barclay Squire, "The Yusic of Sha dwell's
en pest," usical Qaterly, VII (October, 1921), 570-571.
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contributions seemed to have included "the song of the

three devils"; music for a masque in which ileptune,

Amphritrite, Oc eanus, and Tethys appear; and "where the

bee sucks, there suck I." The latter is the only solo

song that Humfrey set for this piny.48

Occasionally a song from a well-known Restoration

play outlived the play itself in popularity.49 The usual

fate of such songs was for them to become printed on

"broadsheets"5 0 and peddled on the streets of London. These

"broadside ballads" as they came to be known, did not al-

ways remain faithful to the original songs. The most

frequent alteration appeared in the number of stanzas.

Broadside ballad versions of most of the extant
dramatic songs from the gay years of Charles II's
reign do not stop with the original songs, which
usually consisted, for obvious dramatic reasons,
of two, three, or four stanzas. In order to fill
out the broadside sheet, the original was
ordinarily enlarged by the ballad writer often
to a dozen or more stanzas.51

The ballads further differed from the originals in that

they were usually reprinted without music. Often a

simple heading, such as "To an excellent new playhouse

tune" was sufficient to identify the melody when one

read the first line of the text. When the ballad printers

printed music, the scores were usually only "collections

48This song is illustrative of the custom of as-
signing songs to supernatural characters, a convention
widely practiced in Restoration dramas.

4 9 The typical Restoration play ran only e few days or
a week at the mrst.

5 0 This term denotes a large sheet of paper, printed
on one side, and intended to be sold in public places.

5 R. G. Noyes and Roy Lamson Jr. , "Broadside Ballad
Versions of the Songs in Restoration Drama," Harvcard Studies
and Notes in Philoy and Literature , XIX (193719T.
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of meaningless musical signs and notes, simply printer

tricks to take in the untutored purchaser.,"52

Only two of Pelha Humfrey 's songs have been

definitely established as having appeared in "broadside"

form. Jordan identifies "0 love if e'er thoul't ease a

heart" as being one of these ballads53 and Hindley names

"A poor soul satt sighing," a parody of Humfrey's "A

young man satt sighing," to this classification.54 An-

other of Humfrey's songs may have been sold in broadside

form. Hawkins remarks that '"When Aurelia first I courted"

enjoyed considerable popularity in the late seventeenth

century and was in fact "a favorite of those times."55

The mere existence of the broadside ballad represents

a convincing testimonial to the influence of the court and

theater on musical taste, for these ballads were, after all,

popular. versions of songs fashioned by members of Charles

II's court. No longer was even a song-book simply titled

"Choice Ayres and Songs." Beginning in 1673, the ad-

ditionsal explanation "being most of the newest songs sung

at court, and at Public theatres" appearing in the title,

seems to have been necessary to insure its success with

the pblic.

5 2 Ibid., p. 202.

53Jordan, op. cit., p. 28.

54Charles Hindley, The Roxbur he Ballads t(London,
1873-74), 227.

5 5John Hawkins, A General History of the Science and
Practice of Music IV TLondon,77)T4N2.
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Humfrey's musical Style

The songs of Pelham Humfrey may be divided into

three categ ories according to their textual settings: the

lyric songs, the declamatory songs, and the songs which con-

tain sections set in both styles. 5 6  To the first classi-

ficattion belong all those melodies set in tri-le meter,

with a prominent use of the sarabande rhythm J. hjtmN
The number of songs belonging to this category is so ,reat

that a citation of examples seems unnecessary. Humfrey's

preoccupation with the Lullian dance rhythms was no doubt

a result of Charles II's preference for songs to Which-he

could keep time. 5 7

All of the remaining songs which were set entirely in

duple meter come under the headin of declamatory settings,

with the exception of "Divinely fair Pastora's sheep" and

"When Al urelia first I courted." Both of these songs con-

tain examples of dance rhythms, the latter being set

almost entirely in a repetitive figure characteristic of

a dance rhythm. The songs belonging to the refining

category are easily identified by their changes in meter

signature(usually from duple to triple) which introduce

the contrasting sections. From the precedin,one can

easily see that rhythm and meter are the chief charac-

teristics which distinguish the two styles from each other;

dance rhythms and triple meter are employed for the

regularly patterned lyric songs, and duIple eter for the

freer declamatory settings.

Another categorization of the stylistic features of

the songs reveals the presence of certain national

56For typical examles of each see "I pass all my
hours"(lyric); "0 ye sd day"(declamatory); and "Cupid once
when weary gro in" (declarmatoryK-Lyric).

57Forth, henoirs, p. 103.
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influences. England, as many other countries of Eulrope,

was at this time, such a mixture of musical styles that

anj attempt to briefly discuss them within the scope of

this p-per would inevitably lead to oversimplification.

There are, however, certain characteristics of the songs

which may be traced to both French and particularly

Italian origins. Hufrey's frequent use of repeated notes

in his declamatory melodies, for instance, appears to be

comewihat reminiscent of the early Italian recitative.

-ubstance is also given to the role of Italian elements

in Humfrey s music by Jordan when he observes that .Humfrey,

through the affective treatment of texts, came much closer

to the Italian style than many of his early Stuart prede-

cessors.58 Additional testimony to the prominence of the

Italian influence is made by Fellowes, Who maintains that

Humfrey was trained as a chorister by Captain Cook, who

as himself "a singer after the Italian manner." 5'9

Fellowes reasons further that when Pepys described Humfrey,

upon the latterls return from France, -is "an absolute

monsieur" he was referring to Humfrey's recently acqUired

French manners and dress but vs hot necessarily implying

t Hurfrey 's visit abroad brought him under the influence

of French music exclusively.60  The traditional view held

by Pry and others, that Humfrey came back from France in

1669 "thoroughly imbued with the declamatoxy methods of the

French theatrical style" now seems questionable in view of

the more recent opinions of Jordan nd Fellowes and inlightof

5 %Jordan, 2L. cit., p. 9.

59Fellowes, op. cit., p. 126.

60Ibid. p. 136-37.
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similar comments made by tanfred Bukofzer. 6 1 ?erh ps the
only characteristic of the songs which rema ins peculiarly
French is the Lullian dance rhythms themselves. Even
Charles II's efforts to iuitate French fashion resulted
only in the increased secularization -of English music, for
the ain sourch of musical style, for Iufrey and many of

his contemporaries, was Italian.

Tht the majority of Humrey's songs fell into disre-

pute soon after his lifetime is in no small measure due

to the rather unimpressive simplicity of their melodies.

Many English rtusic historians and critics have been
outspoken in pointing out Hufrey's melodic faults. In

speaking of the song-books of Humfrey's time, Walker re-
marks that "occasionally as in Humfrey's 'I pass all my

hours' we strike a rather individualistic vein of melody
. . . but to wade through these volumes is, on the whole,
& monotonous task; Purcell did everything so much better

Than anyone else." 6 2 After heerin a concert of Humfray's
1oc2al music- (probably songs) at court , even Samuel Pepys

was disappointed: "The composition Vof the songsJ I believe
is very good, but no more delightfullness to the eare or

understanding but what is very ordinary ." 6 3 Burney is

61Bukofzer , op. cit., p. 200.

62Walker, 2L. cit., p. 175.

3Frederick Bridge, Saucl Lep s Lover of Musique
(Londor, 1903), p. 29.
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s omewhatmore emphatic in his criticism:

Among these songs in Choice Songs and Ayres
(1673)J to the nuber oL near fifty,theriIs not
one air that is either ingenious, graceful, chear-
ful, or solemn. An insipid languor, or vulgar
pertness, pervades the whole. From Pelham lumifrey,
Whose Church Jiusic is so excellent, I own I
elected to find originality, or merit of some
kind or other; but his songs are quite on the level
with the rest.64

By contrast, C. P. Day makes one of the few favorable
o ments regarding a song by Zufrey. nen speaking of

Dryden's "Ah fading joy," Ihe remarks that "there is an

attractive musical setting by the gifted composer Pelham

Hufrey in Choice yr(1675) . . .

Mhch of the criticism is, of course, not entirely

indeserved, for the melodic interest in many of the songs

was unfortunat ely sacrificed. in an attempt to insure their

ready acceptance with the untrained performer. A survey,

for instance, of both the declamatory and lyric songs,

reveals that the melodies consist primarily of adjacent

intervals. .Many of the intervals are unisons, particularly

in the declamatory songs, and. nearly half of the remainder

are seconds of some type. Melodies built on scales and

scale fragments are quite common. 6 6

Humfrey vs also generally conservative in his use of

successive melodic skips, especially those Which are not

64Burney, General History of 7sic, II, 373-74.

65Day, Songs of John Dryden, p. 143.

66See for example, "When Airelia first I courted.,"
measures 1-4; and "Oh that I had but a fine man," measures
1-3, 15-17.
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triadic. Since many of his melodies are basically scale-

wise, successive skips within a triad are also unusual,
although they are found more often than the non-triadic

skips in the same direction.6 7

A few of the melodies exhibit the main kind of

chromaticism in umfreys songs. These are the melodic

passages that move by half-steps as a result of the second-

ary dominants in the numerous transitory modulations.

Frequently these chromatically altered melodies are formed

,hen the mode of a minor triad is changed.68

Another characteristic of Hiufrey's melodies to be

recogbized is his frequent use of melodic word painting

and other affective devices. The latter devices are em-

ployed to e phasize the emotional idea lying behind a word

or group of words and usually consist of chromatic or

"false" intervals, the most common of which is the de-

sending diinished-fifth.69 During the Baroque, words

like "love," "death," "pity," t die," "hell" etc. were the

words most frequently set in this manner. Humirey also

emphasizes the affective quality of certain exclamatory

words by setting them off with rests, for example, the

words "Ah" from "Ah fading joy" and "Hark" from "Hark,

hark, hark, the storm grows loud." The word painting

devices used by Humfrey are of two types: those which

67For examples of triadic skips, see "Divinely fair
JPastora's sheep," m. 2; "Long have I lov'd," m. 2,3,; and
"Phyllis for shame," on the words "in your eyes." An
example of a non-triadic skip appears in m. 7 of "0 ye sad
day." i

68See the songs "H'ark, hark, . . ." m. 9 on "pray'd";
"upid once when weary grown," m. 12; and "Ah fading joy,"
2. 3.

6 9 See "Ah fading joy," m. 5 on the word "dye"; and
"0 love if e'er . . .," on the word "pity."
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imitate various sounds of man on words signifying suffering

or sorrow, and those which imply motion or direction.7 0

Burney claims that Hufrey was the first of the

English composers of sacred music "who had the least idea

of musical pathos in the expression of words."7 1  While

this statement may hold true for English music, "expressio

verborui," the musical representation of the word, was one

of the fundamental aspects of all baroque music. Bukofzer

describes tiese affections as classified and stereotyped

baroque "feelings," which the composer represents in music

by a standard set of musical figures.72 These stereotyped

devices were so frequently used by Himfrey and especially

his contemporaries Blow, Locke and Purcell, tht to some

they appear to be a rather tiresome Restoration mannerism. 7 3

Harniony

The original basses to Hpmfrey's songs were published

without harmonic figuration of any kind.74 This lack of

fitration would at first seem to necessitate much

70For examples of both see respectively "0 ye sad day,"
m. 3 on "groans"; and "Hark, hark, . . .," m. 16 on "down."

71wurney, o. cit., II, 350.;

72Bukofzer, or. cit., p. 4-5.

73Fellowes, op. cit., p. 128.

74 With two exceptions: In the original for "Cupid once
ihen weary rrown," the figure *3 indicates a raised third
to B-natural in i. 26; and in "How well doth this harmonious
meeting prove," the same marking is used to raise a
G-natural to G-sharp in m. 3. Both songs are found in
Choice yres and Sons . . (1679). The manuscript version
Tfl"rrhr,. . .," BM Add. 14399, is the only piece to
have a completely figured bass.
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guesswork on the part of the editor in the process of

realizing the basses. Closer examination, however, shows,

that for the most part, Humfrey's harmonic intentions are

guite clear.

The bass and melody of his sonrs reveal that his

harmonic vocabulary consists of the following chord struc-

tures and their inversions: 7 5 diatonic triads; dominant-

seventh chords; secondary-seventh chords; and altered

chords appearing in the form of secondary dominants or as

a change of mode.

Of the diatonic triads, Humfrey uses those which are

characteristic of the period of functional harmonic prac-

tice,76 that is, chords built mainly on the first, second,

fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh scale degrees. Text to

the tonic and dominant triads, the supertonic and sub-

dominant chords appear rq ost often. throughout the son gs.

Although the supertonic triad sometimes is used as a pre-

dominant, the subdominant occurs in this position with

greater frequency. The domincnt-seventh chord is generally

found in root position or in first inversion, rarely in

second inversion, and never in third inversion except when

751t should be noted that the theory of chordal in-
version was formulated by Jean Phillipe Rameau, and was a
product of the eighteenth century rather than of Humfreyws
t ime. See Allen McHose, The ContraPuntal Harmonic Teciue
of the Ighteenth Centur eYork, ). Hunfrey's use
57 c ds in what appears to be inversions probably resulted
from Ilis desire to maintain the melodic character of the
basses.

7 6 Through his use of a variety of key signatures
ranging from four flats to two sharps, Humfrey shows that
he clearly transcended sixteenth century modal theory.
Musical theory of the sixteenth century recognized only the
natural key, and perhaps one or two transposed keys. See
Jordan, o. cit., pp. 166-67. In addition, Humfrey em-
ployed the tonal idiom of the downward leap of a diminished
fifth from the fourth degree of a minor scaleto the raised
leading-tone below, as in the last two measures of "How
severe is forgetful old age."
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it appears as an accented passing sonority.77 The seventh

of' this chord appears most often as a passing tone re-

solving down a major or minor second and sometimes forms

an ornamental resolution by anticipating the third of the

tonic chord. Other diatonic-seventh chords, which, ac-

cording to Jordan, occur in Hnfrey's music are the

subdominant-seventh and the supertonic-seventh chords.78

In the songs, the subdominant-seventh is usually an

independent structure ini minor mode, preceded by the super-

tonic, tonic, or submediant triads.79 Occurring less

frequently is the supertonic-seventh chord. Ordinarily in

root position preceded by a tonic chord, it resolves to a

tonic or dominant chord.80

Humfrey 's use of chromatic harmonies is limited to

three varieties. The first is that to which Parry refers

when he writes that a " . . . practice of which the

Restoration composers were almost too fond was the changing

of a major third to a minor at will." 8 1  This kind of

alteration appears in tile consecutive use of the raised and

natural forms of the sixth or seventh degrees of a minor

scale and as such is restricted to the alteration of the

subdominant and dominant triads. No modulation is

77For examples of the latter, see "Cupid once . .

m. 5; and "Cheer up my mates," m. 5.

7 8 Jordan, a. cit., p. 132.

79See "Divenely fair Pastora's sheep," m. 2.

8OSee "As freezing fountains," m. 15.

81C. H. H. Parry, music in the XVII Century, Vol. III
of the Oxford Hi s t o T, o MsiE7~ ~2nd. ed., 7 ols. (London,
1929), p 76.
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produced and the overall effect, as Parry points out, is

one of artificiality.82 A second type of chromaticism

appears in the songs with the extension of the above

practice to include all of the other minor triads of the

key. This practice ordinarily results in adjacent minor

and major thirds, in that order, above the same bass note

and seems to be used mainly as an affective device.83 The

remaining kind of chromaticism involves the use of second-

ary dominant chords usually formed by the same kind of

alteration described in connection with the second variety.

These secondary dominants are used to instiate a temporary

modulation as in measure nine of "Hark,.hark, . . ." or to

produce a full modulation as in measure twelve to sixteen

of "Cupid once when weary grown." Occasionally as in

measure three of "Ah fading joy," the secondary dominant

appears to be used only to strengthen the harmonic rhythm

of the progression.

Iumfrey's treatment of cadences is as conventional as

his choice of harmonies. All of the final cadences and

many of the internal cadences are of the perfect authentic

variety with the root in the bass and soprano of the final

chord. Dissonance occurs often in the cadential pattern

I4 - VI - I. Here, the suspended notes form simultaneously

the intervals of a sixth and a fourth above the bass which

resolve respectively to a fifth and third above the bass.8 4

One convention which was observed with varying con-

sistency throughout Humfrey's time was the employment of

82See "0 ye sad day," m. 5-6.

83See "Hark, hark, . . .," m. 18 on the word "groan."

84See the final cadences of "I pass all my hours,"
and "Thus Cupid cormences."
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the "picardy third." Since thie majority of Humfrey 's

songs are in the minor mode, 8 5 the alteration of the final

chord must be given some consideration, Matthew Locke, in

his treatise Aelothesia, advocates a strict use of this

device when he makes the following remark: ". . . the thirds

are thirds major, and so are to be play'd on all Bindings

Ladencej and generallyon all such basc.notes as the
following Notes riseth four or falleth five notes*, 8 6

Donington, however, appears less positive concerning their

use. He notes that the understanding of altering minor

thirds to major at closes "persisted to some degree, though

it is hard to be certain in what degree, throughout the

seventeenth century." 8 7

In view of the inconclusiveness of these rather

general observations, the sole criteria for the application

of the picardy third seems to be the songs themselves.

As many of the songs are somewhat melancholy in tone, the

strict observance of Locke's rule would, in some instances,

produce a rather jarring effect. The tajor close was

therefore used only for those songs in which it was con-

sistent with the overall mood of the text.88

851n setting the songs, Humfrey shows a definine
preference for the minor mode, particularly a-minor, g-
minor, and c-minor in that order.

U6jVatthew Locke, Melothesia (London, 1673), rule 3.

8 7Donington, p. cit., p. 77'

88 See, for example, the final cadences of "Though you
doome all to dye"; "Let fortune and Phyllis" and "Cupid
once when weary grown."
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The half cadence is also used with some regularity in

Humfrey's songs. It occurs in both maor and minor mode,

and is preceded by either the submediant, tonic, supertonic,

or more usually as a phrygian cadence preceded by the

subdominant triad in first inversion. 8 9 Jordan reports

that plagal and deceptive cadences do occasionally occur

in Humfrey 's music, however, no examples of these were

founding the songs.

Among the non-harmonic tones which appear in Hutfrey's

song melodies are those that were commonly used by the

majority of the Restoration composers: the passing tone,

auxiliary tone, anticipation, suspension, appogiatura,

cambita, and Jchappee. 9 0  With the exception of the

echappee, the remaining dissonances have little signifi-

cance in the capacity of mannerisms, and for this reason

do not seem to warrant further comment. Hunfrey's

fondness for the echappee, however, seems to comply with

Thurston Dart's observation that this dissonance was "rare

in the lutenists, fairly common in the Caroline song

writers and over used in the music of the Restoration." 9 1

Meter

The time signatures found in Humfrey's songs are

significant for two reasons. In the songs that are set

entirely in one-meter, the time signatures tend to give

89 For examples of the latter type, see "I pass all my
hours," m. 7-8; and "When Aurelia . . .," m. 12.

90Passing tones, auxillary tones, anticipations and
suspensions may be easily found throughout the songs. For
examples of the other non-harmonic tones see the following:
"A young man sat sighing," m. ll(cambiata); m. 12(appogia-
tura); "Though you doome all to dye,," m. 7(cambiata) "How
severe is forgetful old ag,"M. 9(echppee).

9 1 Dart, "Song," Grove's Dictionary, p. 931
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some indication of the overall tempo and general character

of the piece. This is apparently their only function in

the lyric songs that are set in triple meter throughout.

Some of the songs, however, contain sections set in more

than one meter and consequently bring up the question of

Whether or not the time signatures may have some pro-

portional significance. In pre-baroque music, the use of

various time signatures within a composition often denoted

a proportional ratio between contrasting sections. The

ratio was frequently one of diminution, which meant, for

instance, the use of the sign would indicate that the

three semi-breves following the sign would be sung in the

time of one semi-breve which preceded the sign. Beginning

in the early baroque, however, the proportions were no

longer universally applied, and during the seventeenth

century proportional notation began to disappear alto-

gether. 9 2

Both the printed manuscript sources for Humfrey's

songs contain - variety of time signtures. 9 3  Duiple meters

are indicated by the signs * and, 4 , and triple meters

by the signs 03, 3, and 3 1. The sign C is not used at

all in the songs. Playford gives some idea as to the

relative tempo of the duple meter signs when he remarks

that C denotes the slowest of all cotmon times, 4 "is a

little faster"; and the sign 4 indicates the "quickest

of all."94 The latter sign occurs only in Humfreyr's "Oh

that I had but a fine man." Dolmetsch defines it as being

92Ourt Sachs, Rhytm and Tempo (Tew York, 1953), p. 269.

93In the songs of the appendix, the original time signa-
tures, where changed, appear in brackets above the staff.

94John 1layford, An Introduction to the Skill of JTusic,
edited by Henry PurcelV-( ondon, 1694)7, p7.725-26.
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a symbol for "brisk and light ayres" and this my well be

its meaning for this song.95 One should also be aware

that the sign ( , as used in Hufrey's songs, may have

been used interchangeagly with the sign C, which according

to Playford indicates the slowest kind of common time,96

If this is true, -the tempos of many of the songs with the

4 signature may be considerably slower thn otherwise

thought. Sachs makes a similar observation concerning the

interchangeability of these sins during the Rencaissance,

when he speaks of ". . . the indiscriminate use of C and.

for the same piece in different manuscripts . . . .*"97

The only safe deduction that can be made concerning

the use of the signs 03, 3, and 3 1 is that they indicate

some sort of triple meter. The sign C3, for instance, is

used as a signature to both a song having three quarter-

notes per measure and to a song having six quarter-notes

to a measure. J. S. Smith uses the other sign 3 1 to

also designated measure containing six quarter-notes in

the song "Though you doome all to dye.." In addition, the

signs 03 and 3 are evidently interchangeable. Playford

uses the former in the song "How severe is forgetful old

age" while Smith uses the latter sign for his version of

the same song. The answer to this confusion undoubtedly

rest in the probability that in both duple and especially

95rnold Dolmetsch, The Interpretation of the Music of
th XVII and XVIII Centuries (London, 1946) ,~3~7

9 6Jordan finds this to be the case in other compositions
by Humfrey. See Jordan, op. cit., pp. 45-46.

97Sachs, oL. cit., p. 216,

Se e,4respectively, the songs "I pass all my hours"
and "A lover I'm born."
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triple metered songs, the time signatures were oftenby

Muif rey's time, applied d indiscriminately. Furtheriore, in

view of the overall simplicity of Huimfreys songs, it

hardly seems plausible that the composer could have in-

tended proportional meanings in those songs which have more

than one time signature; the concept of the sixteenth

century proportions seems far too difficult for the average

1ay perform er of Hurmfrey's time. The only tenable con-

clusion is tht in these multi-sectional songs,99 the

proportional relationship between sections is merely ap-

proximate. The tic of terpo change, indicated in the

appendix, is therefore intended only as a guide and is not

meant to be strictly observed.

Form.

For the purpose of fora,.l analysis, Hufrey's songs

aust be separated into tio groups according to their

textual settings. The reason for this is that the lyric

songs exiibit one group of formal principles and the

declamatory songs another. Since the lyric songs reveal

the more conventional formal designs of the two, they will

be examined first.

The lyric songs, if one will recall, are usually in

triple meter and frequently abound in the use of dance

rhythms. They also, as Jordan observes, ordinarily consist

of the square" or even numbered phrases associated with

dancee music. Humfrey's manner of construction of phrases

in his lyric songs coincides closely with the methods

99Divinely fair Pastorals sheep," "Cheer up my mates,"
"Where the bee sucks," "How well doth this ,. , , " "Cupid
once when weary grown," and "Ah fading joy."

looJordan, op. ci., p. 192.
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employed in most homophonic even-phrased music. one phrase

formula which occurs, for instance, involves a division of

the phrase into two two-measure halves, or two one-measure

halves in the case of 6 meters. The rhythm of the first

half phrase is then repeated in the second half phrase.101

A more usual occurrence, however, is the joining of two

unlike one-meature(half measure in ) motives into a half

phrase. The unlike half phrases are then joined into a

four-measure or two-measure phrase whose consequent half is

similar in construction to the antecedent half. 1 0 2 Oc-
casionally, phrases are constructed with an odd number of

measures, as in the songs "How severe is forgetful old

age ," "Wherever I am," and "Thus Cupid commences his rapes

and vagaries." In the construction of some phrases,

Humfrey sometimes makes use of melodic sequence. Examples

of this device can be found in the songs "ILong have I

lov'd, " measures ten and eleven: "Divinely fair Pastora's

sheep," measures five and six; and "How well doth this

hrmonious meeting prove," measures ten and eleven.

In his construction of periods, Tumfrey also uses

convent ional designs. One formula found fairly often in
th lyric songs involves the combination of two contrasting

phrases into a period, sometimes resulting in an antecedent-

consequent relationship.103 The repetition of various

rhythms treated in a parallel manner between successive

phrase es als o occurs. Usually only the first measure is

10 1 See "Of all the brisk dames," m. 1-4.
10 2 The phrases in '"A lover I'm born" are constructed

in this way .

1 0 3See "Wherever I am," m. 1-7; "1 pass all my hours,"
9-12; and "Phyllis for shame," m. 1-7(antece dent-conse-

quent).
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sequenced in this manner,10 4 but in the song "Though you

doome all to dye," the second and third measures are

rhythmic repetitions of measures one and two.

On a larger level, the majority of the lyric songs

exhibit either binary or ternary design, or perhaps some

variation on these two basic forms.105 To the binary

group, which is by far the Iargest, belong the lyric songs:

"I pass all my hours," "Phyllis for shame," "How severe is

forgetful old age," "Long have I lov'd," "Lherever I am,"

"A wife I do hate," "A lover I'm born," "Nay let me alone,"

"Wfhen Aurelia first I courted," "Though you doome all to

dye," "Of all the brisk dames," and "Let fortune and

Phyllis." Characteristic of all of these songs is the

movement from tonic to dominant or relative ma jor at the

end of section I and the subsequent return to the tonic at

the end of section II. They separate more or less clearly

into two separate sections, with only a minimal amount of

contrast between the two parts.

The songs "Where the bee sucks," "Divinely fair

Pastora's sheep," and "Thus Cupid commences" are also of

two-part design, but unlike the songs mentioned previously,

the end of each section is harmonically closed, that is,

it begins and ends with the same tonal center. In the

first two songs, however, the contrast between the two

parts, emphasized by the use of the solo and chorus of

104In "Phyllis for shame," note the parallel rhythm
relationship between m. 4-5;, "these few short minutes" and
m. 7-8, "whilst you want courage."

10 5Although some songs are not strophic, this factor
will not complicate analysis of their overall form, since
they are similar in construction to the single stanvas
of the strophic songs in which only one stanza is
underlaid.
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three voices, is more marked than in the usual binary

scheme.106  Only one lyric song, "Oh that I had but a fine

man," bears any resemblance in construction to a three-

part form. This song, which incidentally is a solo version

of a diclogie and not properly a solo song at all, divides

into three sections, sung respectively by the Daughter, the

Mother, and the Daughter. Part I extends through measure

fourteen, part II from the double-bar to measure eighteen,

and part III begins in the middle of measure eighteen and

includes the repeated section of part I, ending at the

double-bar. Although the end of each part of this song

is harmonically closed as is that of the ternary form, the

lack of contrast. in the second part plainly distinguishes

it from this form.

The remaining groups of songs to be considered fall

into the declamatory and declamatory-lyric categories.

Unlike the lyric songs, most of Humfrey 's declamatory songs

exhibit only vague structural patterns. Some form of

organization is present, of course, but by its very

meaning "to achieve expressive declamation of the text,"

declamatory music admits fewer opportunities for the use

of the regularly patterned phrases that were characteristic

of the lyric songs. Consequently phrases of three and

five measures co.only appearin place of the two and four-

measure phrases found in the lyric songs. Nevertheless, on

a larger formal level, some evidence of design similar to

that of the lyric songs is present in a few of the de-

clamatory settings. The songs "As freezing fountains" and

106In the original sources to some of the above
mentioned songs, the repetition of some sections is in-
dicated by the "dal segno" markings $ , 5 and :9:.
These mrks have also been included with their respective
songs in the appendix.
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"0 love if e'er thoul't ease a heart," for example, both

resemble a two-part construction in that their first

sections are harmonically open and therefore reveal the

conventional harmonic scheme of binary design.107 The

songs "How well doth this harmonious meeting prove," and

"0 ye sad day" may be reiotely likened to a three-part

pattern. The parts to both songs are harmonically closed

as in the ternary form, but only the first song, with its

change to triple meter and use of chorus, contains any

noticeable contrast between sections. Neither of the songs

"Cheer up ny mates" or "Ah fading joy" have much formal

significance aside from the frequent alternation between

the declamatory and lyric sections. Similarly the

declamatory section of "Cupid once when weary grovn" and

especially the song "Hark, hark, . . ." seem to elude

formal analysis due to their irregularphrase construction

which results in a succession of unlike phrases.

Performance Practices of the Seventeenth Century

The Performers

Any conclusion concerning the interpretation of

Humfrey's songs must take into account the main purpose

for w'ich the songs were intended, namely as a leisurely

source of diversion for the musical amateur, whether a

courtier, or simple comoner. Since the amateurs formed

the largest part of the audience, it follows that they

were probably the tost frequent performers of such songs.

Unlike the lute-ayTre of the Elizabethan era, only a

moderate mount of skill was necessary for a perf ormer to

1071n "As freezing fountains," part II begins in
m. 13; and in "0 love if e 'er . . .,' part II begins in
m. 11.
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sing- vIhe melody and either accompany himself or be ac-

c ompanied by the theorboe-lute or viola da gamba. For the

acquiring of such skills numerous instruction books were

issued, the most notable being Playford's Introduction to

the Skill off Musick, Simpson's The Division Violist108 and

(ompendium, and MaceI's iMusick's Monument ,10 9 part II of

Which was devoted to the playing of the "Best of Instru-

nents," the lute. The complete title of the Coupendium

read: "The Principoles of Practical Musick delivered in a

Compendious, Easie, and New Method: For the Instruction of

IBeginrners, either in Singing or Playing upon Instruments"

(1665). While these books varied in form and content, it

is readily apparent that all were compiled with the ama-

teur mus ician in mind. 1 1 0

Probably the best known musical amateur of the period

is the famous English diarist, Samuel Pepys(1633-1703).

In addition to being well acquainted with the leading

musicians of his day, Pepys played a variety of musical

instruments, studied singing, and attended services at the

Chapel Royal, where he undoubtedly nade the acquaintance

of a number of Restoration composers. Bridge remarks of

his enthusiasm, his "very acute musical ear" and claims

that Pepys possessed a fair- knowledge of music "to which

he was constantly adding.111 loorhouse describes him as

108Christopher Simpson, The Division Violist: or an
Introduction to the Playing n moun , ~597.

1 0 9 Thoias Mace, Musick's Monument (London, 1676).

1 1%Consequently, none of the books are works of pro-
found scholarship. They represent an attempt of a public. her
and a number of musicians to clarify for the masses of unin-
formed amateurs a few elementary principles of the "art,
science, and practise of W.usick."

llBridge , Samuei s pp. 3-4.
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"always being ready to experiment with a new instruent,

to talk of music, or to teach it to other people." 1 1 2

Pepys is also known as a composer of four solo songs,

one of which, "Beauty retire," from D'Avenant's The Siege

of Rhodes(1656), is reprinted with accompaniment in the
113

ppendix to Bridge's work.3 The term "composer" in this

case should be taken lightly. Hunt surmises that Pepys

actually wrote only the melody, while someone else added

an accompaniment.

Whatever his actual musical abilities, Pepys' enthusi-

astic approach to music was typical of many of the 'amateurs

of the period who purchased Playford's song-books and, in

turn, took delight in singing the songs, umfrey's among

others. Even the singers who performed Humfrey's songs in

the Restoration plays were, for the most part, amateurs.

It was not until 1690 and later that theaters began hiring

professional singers as a matter of practice.ll 4  For such

performers, it was mandatory that Humfrey's songs not ex-

ceed a certain level of technical proficiency, a factor

that accounts for their simplicity, the manner in which

they were accompanied, and the extent of their embellish-

:ment.

Acc onpaniment

The accompaniment to Hum-frey's songs is probably the

least important aspect regarding their performance. In

the Playford publications of the songs, a bass line is the

only clue to the type of accompaniment to be provided. The

112E. H. Moorhouse, Sanuel teys (London, 1909), p. 138.

11 3Percival Hunt, Samu Pepy in the Diary
(Eittsburgh, 1958), p. W7112.~~~

1 1 4 Thorp, or. cit., p. 4.
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absence of such directions as tempo and dynamic markings,

as well as figured bass symbols, indicate that the main

interest in the songs consisted in their melodies Rnd

textual messages. The only information regarding the kind

of accompanying instruments to be used is the brief di-

rection that the songs were written to be sung "to the

theorboe-lute, or bass viol." 115.

The theorboe-lute is the tenor member of the lute

family. It differs from the smaller lutes, in that it has

six extra bass strings at the side of the fingerboard

which are to be played "unstopped" by the thumb. Theorboes

vary in size and number of strings. The instrument de-

scribed by Bessaraboff is tuned as follows: G1, A1 , Bl, C,

L, E(unstopped strings); F, G, c , f, a, d and g'. The

seven strings that passed over the fingerboard were

double-courses, so that there were actually twenty strings

altogether, but only thirteen different open-string pitches.

The theorboe,according to Thomas Jace, had as many as

twenty-four strings, that is, presumably six unstopped

bass strings and nine double-courses, which passed over

the fingerboard, giving a total of fifteen different open-

string pitches. 1 1 7

115Choice Ayres (London, 1675), p. 1. The conjunction
"or" should be taken to mean "and/or," since the more usual
practice was for both instruments to be used. Playford
probably used "or" in his titles in order to appeal to
those amateurs who may have owned either one or the other
instrvment, but not both. See Donington, o. ci., p. 295.

I 6Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient European ttusic.al
Instrnments ( Cambridge, ass., 1941), .3t

ll7 ace, a. ci., p. 39 .
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Because of its great size and lack of agility, use of

the theorboe was reserved primarily for continuo playing,

dit iasa g reat favorite ein the accompaniment of the solo

-voice.

. . . the theorboe-lute is Principally us'c in
Kaying to the Voice, or in Consort; . .
has only the Ground, or B3ss, chiefly to Ac"vin,
which is(ir all Consorts, or what is Generalls
made) the Slowest Part of the motion . .* * .i

The complicated uechnique required for lute perforance,

however, made the instrument so difficult to master that

after the death of the great Elizabethan lutenists, the

lute experienced a marked decline in popularity. Iace,

keenly aware of this fact, made a futile atteapt to

rejuvenate interest in "the incomparable ute" in the

second part of his treatise entitled "The Lute Made Easie."

He cited some of the recent improvements in lute con-

struction, which he c aimed would make performance on the

lute easier for rateurs or unskilled performers. The

earlier lutes contained as few as ten strings, bu in

later lute construction, "they began to adde more strings

unto their lutes, so that we had lutes of 16, 18, and 20

strings; which they finding to be so great a convenience,

stayed not long till they added more, to the number of 24,

where we now rest satisfied .u01.119

Other alterations were made in the way in which

strings were "lay'd" over the finger-board. The ex-

pression sayingg the lute fine" referred to strings that

were strunC so close to tthe finger-board, that they almost

seemed to touch the first fret. This improvement consider-

ably lessened the amount of effort necessary to stop the

l1 8Ibid., p. 207

119Ibid., P. 39.
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strings with the fingers, thereby adding to the overall

ease in executing fast or difficult passages.1 2 0

All of these efforts were to no avail, however, for

by Humfrey's time, virtuosity on the lute was quickly

becoming a lost art. The Restorationists were beginning

to show preference for another instrument which was equal-

ly suited to vocal accompaniment, the bass viol, or viola

da gramba.121

The theorboe-lute and "gamba" were similar in many

respects, a factor which made them interchange-able in

performance. Both instrnients are fretted alike , tuned in

a similar manner, and according to lace, employ the same

fingering technique.122 In addition, the seventeenth-

entury gamba, like some of the smaller lutes, had only

six stored strings. The frets and relatively flat bridge

m-ade it particularly adaptable to the playing of double

and triple stops although the execution of fuller sonorities

seems to have been beyond the capabilities of the ordinary

player. Mace speaks of t his when he refers to the "fault"

in the riPt hand:

That (he fault] of the R.ight Hand, is that when-
ever They should strike a Full Stop, They >ldon
Hit the Lowest String, which is the very sub-
stantiality of that Stop' It being the Ground to
all those Upper Parts: and without Which the
rest of that Stop is (Generally) All false 1usick.1 2 3

120Ibid., p. 41.

1 2 1 The name "viola .da gamba>" applies to the whole
family of viols played by resting on the legs and under-
hand bowing. Colloquially, however, the bass viol became
known as the "viola da gamba" and is often shortened to
"gamba." Donincgton, 2L. cit., p. 461.

1 2 2 a ee, op. ct., p. 249.
1 2 3 Ibid.
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ALiodern-day instrument which most closely resembles

the ga iba in size and general appearance is the violon-

cello. Although the gamba is lighter in construction than

the cello, it has a more penetrating tone, and in the

higher registers sounds similar to a violin. Nevertheless,

similarities between the two instruments have made possible

the substitution of the cello for the gamba in performance.

Such use of the cello as a "basso" instrument substituting

for the gamba in the accompaniment to Humfrey's songs,

while by no means absolutely essential, would certainly

lend a pleasing character to the overall effect of the

musIc.

The song accorpaniments have been realized primarily

for a keyboard instrument; however, the thin open texture

characteristic of a theorboe-lute realization has been

rigorously maintained throughout. Adherence to this

principle has, in general, dictated a two- or three-part

texture, wich was characteristic of most lightly com-

posed music "where the style, the execution or the feeling

of the piece suggest a sparing use of harmony.,124

The complexity of the harmonic rhythm has been limited

by the overall character of the songs as well as the

original bass lines, which for the most part indicate a

simple harmonic accompaniment. This point is emphasized

by Mbce, in his instructions on the reclization of a bass

line, when he remarks that it is not necessary to spell

out a chord on every bass note, particularly if it is in

fast motion. 1 2 5

124C. P. E. Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing

Keyboard Instruments (BIertn ,T77, I T citTerTn
lJoington, op, cit., p. 259

125 ace, o2. c it., p. 229.
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The following remarks concern the extent of doubling,

the range, and the voice leading of the accompaniment, and

were closely observed throughout the realizations of the

songS.

Wherever -possible, the top part of the accompaniment

was kept below the solo voice. This is in keeping with a

general custom, in three-part keyboard accompaniments, to

preserve a smooth fingering technique by not spreading the

parts too widely. Furthermore, in the case of the theorboe

or gamba, a frequent extension of the accompaniment above

the sono voice would limit the instruments to the upper

extremities of their ranges.

The note for note doubling of the singer's part in the

accompaniment, a custom characteristic more of Renaissance

tradition than baroque, was generally out of vogue in the

late seventeenth century.126 While it may have been an

invaluable aid for many of the inexperienced singers of

Humfrey 's time, it seems a rather pointless precaution

today, and for this reason has been avoided.

The occurrence of consecutive octaves or fifths in

an accompaniment was one practice that was usually dis-

couraged throughout the baroque, although parallel octaves

in the form of sonority doubling were regarded as being

acceptable, especially in the early part of the seventeenth

century. Due to the sparsity of the texture, however,

octave doubling of the solo voice was employed in the ac-

c ompaniment , only when no other alternative was available.

Consecutive octaves or unisons between the ac-
conpaniment and a solo part were regarded as
legitimate doubling, and in no sense prohibited,
although for reasons of taste, not connected with
musical gramar, such doubling was not favoured
as -icontinued recourse after the very early

1 2 6Doninton, op. cit, ,p . 285-86.
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baroque period. It should, indeed, be used very
sparingly, and either from positive necessity, or
as-a special effect of scorinu.127

Perhaps the overall simificance of Thu.Mfrey's song
accorpanients can be best summarized by the typical

baroque attitude concerning.the distribution of the voices.

In a characteristic baroque piece, the uppermost melody

and the "welodic" bass were biven the most consideration
by the coposer. 0ith this axiom in tind it is easily
understandable, why the early publications of Humfrey's

ogs appear only with the melody and bass given, for the

parts in between were of lesser importance and were not

intended to be so clearly defined.

Ornamentation

The use of embellishment, while applied widely to

some song styles during the baroque, has only a limited
significance in regard to the secular solo songs of
Pelhea Huffrey.. None of the original sources of the songs
contain any of the usual markings indicating the presence
of ornaments; ner does the application of the so-called
"obligatory" ornaments, which were characteristic of much

baroque music, seem to be warranted.12 8

It would be a mistake, however, to conclude that the
Songs were entirely without any form of vocal embellishment,
for Humfrey did include certain elementary kinds of graces

1 2 7T bid., p. 266.

128The "cacdential trill," with its preparation(an ac-
cented upper note start), and the "long appogiatura" are
the only ornaments, which, in normal contexts could be
considered obligatory. Their presence was not always
indicated in the music. Ibid., p. 125.
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in the vocal parrts.129 lany of these graces are of a

short melismatic variety, employing the rihythmic figure,
, and are found chiefly at cadence points.13 0  The

last cighth-note sometimes becomes the anticipation of the

tonic note. Another ornament that occurs near the cadence
consists frequently of a short simple rhythmic figure, with
two or more notes per beat, moving principally by conjunct
motion.131 One also finds raPid nelismatic patterns of
two, three, or four sixteenth-notes occurring on a strong

beat. This type of grace always moves by step, either
ascending or descending, and is somewhat analogous to the

"elevation" or "double backfall" that is performed on the

lute or viol. 1 3 2

The matter of instrumental ornamentation presents a
slightly more complex problem. Unlike the melody of the
song which can give some hint as to the extent of its

embellishment, the given bass lines are only a vague repre-
sentation of what the accompanist actually played.
Generally, their slow movement, in comparison to the melody,

and their simple harmonic outline suggest that the ac-
companiments should be completely subservient to the vocal

1 2 9 This my have been Humfrey's way of accommodating
the untutored purchaser of the songs, that is, by leaving
as little to be understood as possible.

13See, for example, the cadences in "As freezing
fountains,"(final); "A lover I'm born,"(m. 4 and final);
"I pass all my hours,"(m. 15); "Where the bee sucks,"(m. 9)
and "When Aurelia first I courted,"(m. 4-and 12).

131",Asfreezing fountains,"(m. 14, 15); and "A young
man sat stighing,"(m. 4 and 16).

132 "Cheer up my mates,"(m. 18 on the word "scudds");
"Cupid once when weary grown,"(m. 2 on "weary").
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parts and display only a minimal amount of embellishment,

if indeed any at all. Theorboe and bass viol, although

foundation instruments reserved largely for consort or

continue playing, are certainly adaptable to the performances

of certain ornaments- 3 3 however, no attempt was made to

merte their principal graces in this appendix, since

many Of them cannot be executed on a keyboard instrument.

For instance, the "closed shake," listed by Playford as

the most frequently used ornament., consisted of-a rapid

alternation between one note and the note a quarter-tone

above it, and is consequently a feat which can be ac-

comlished only on a viol or theorboe.1 34 Another

frequently used ornament, the "backfall," which was the

seventeenth century equivalent of the modern day appogiatura,

must also be reserved for string playing, since only the

first note is plucked or bowed; the resolved note is pro-

duced by moving the finger.135  Such characteristic viol

and lute graces, while capable of enhancing and adorning

the music performed on those instruments, could only be

artificially imitated in the keyboard accompaniment to

Hmftrey's songs. The song accompaniments, therefore, are

presented in aplain,direct manner, free of all embellish-

ment excepting a moderate use of the customary passing

tones, auxiliary notes and some c adential suspens ions.

1 3 3 For a list of fifteen graces proper for lute-
playing, see Pace, o. cit., p. 102. A similar table of
ornaments suited totheviol appears in Playford's
Introduction to the Skill of I usic (1667), p. 204.

134playford, Introduction, p. 204.

1351ace, op cit., p. 90.



APPENiTDIX

T BHE SBOIGS

The next four pages contain the first line index
along with the following supplexentar information: the
author of the words; a list of all known sources of the
vtsic(the source used in the appendix appears underscored);
location, where known, of the complete texts to the songs;
and the name of the Restoration play, if any, in which the
song appeared, along with the probable date(s) of its
performance(s). The page number of a song appears in
parenthesis immediately following the title. In the index,
the following abbreviations wore used:

cs(1673).

A( 1675)

CA(1676)

CA(1679)

CA(1681)
CA(1684)

T(16 86)

SJD

SRT

LOSB

TVPH

TVA

HSE

CRES
SCD

FSS

Choice S s ad Ayrs, 1673.
Choice Ayres nd Dilogutes, 1675,

Choice Ayres Son and Dialogues 1676.
Choice Ayresad Sons, 1679.
Choice Ayres and Sons, 1681.
Choice Jyres and Songs, 1684.

he Theater of Music, 1686.
Day, Sos of John Dyden (Cambridge, 1932).
Thorp Sonis from the Restoration Theater
(Princeton, 19

Duncan, Lyrics from the Old Song-Books
(London, U92Y).

Jordan, "The asic of7 Pelham Humfrey" ( dis s . Univ.
of Torth Carolina, 1956).

Smith, isica Antiu (London, 1812).

Bantock, Hundred Song~s of England (Boston, 1914).
Hawkins, General Hi 2tory of the Science and
Practice of Music (London, 1 )O
Potter, ?eliqury of lish Song (New York, 1916).
Ault, Seventeenth Century Lyrics (Few York, 1950).
Vincent, Fifty Shakeseare Songs (New York, 1906).
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Index of First Lines

1. Al fadin6 j(72)

Words: John Dryden

Sourares: CA(1675), CA(1676), SJD, SRT.

Play: Dryden, The Indian np eror(1667), (1670),
(1675).

2. sfrein fountains(76)

Words: Unknown

Source: CA(1681)

3. Cheer m , iates(78)

Words: Abraham Cowley

Sources: CS(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676),
B? MS Add. 29396 passim.

Text: LOSB

4. Cupid once when weary rown(82)

Words: Unknown

Sources: CA(1679), BM S Add. 14399 passim.

5. Divinely air Pastora's shp(86)

Words: Unknown

Sources: Folger Tiibratry .1: C( 1064, PH.

6. Hark, hark, hark! the Storm(88)

Words: Unknown

Sources: CA(1676), 3B1v MS Add. 14399, LPH.

7. How severe is forgetful old age(91)

Tords: Unknown

Sources: 08(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676), M&.
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8. Howwell doth this harmonious meet ing (rove(93)

Words: Unknown

Sources: CA(1679)9, MPH.

9. 1 mass all a hours(95)

Words: Charles II

Sources: 0 (1673), CA(1675), CA(1676), HSE,
H,uTh, TRES.

Text: LOSB, SCL.

10. let fortune and Pj'yllis(97)

Words: Unknown

Sources: CS(1673), CA(1675, CA(1676).

11. Long have I lov'd(99)

Words: Unknown

Source:: B MS Add. 19759.

12. Lover I'm born, A(101)

Words: Unknovri

Sources: 08(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676).

Text: SCL, LOSB.

13. L-Z let m alone(103)

Words: Unknown

Sources: CS(1673), fCA(1675) , CA(1676).

14. 0 love if e'er thoul't ease a heart(105)

Words: John Crowne

Sources: 08(1673), CA(1675a, CA(1676).

Play: Crowne, The Histoy of Charles VIII of France,
or the Invasion oflsb the French~~(f672)T.
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15. 0 that I had but a fine man(l08)

Words: Unknown

Sources: TM(1686), MPH.

16. 0 y sad day(ll1)

Words: Thomas Flatman

Sources: BM MS Add. 29396, HSE, IiTH.

Text: LSOB, SQL.

17. Of all the brisk dames(ll4)

Words: TJnknown

Sources: CS(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676).

18. Phfyllis _o"r shame(116)

Words: Charles Sackville , Earl of Dorset.

Sources: CS(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676).

Text: SCL

Play: Reuben Bourne, The Contented Cuckold, (1692).

19. Thoughyonu doomed all to (118)

Words: Unknown

Source: iA

20. Thus Cupid commences hireZ and vaaries(ll9)

Words: Unknown

Sources: CS(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676),
BM MS Add. 10445.

21. When Aurelia first I courted(124)

Words: William Hicks

Sources: CS(1673), CA(1675), CA(1676), M IMS
Add. 29396 passim., BM Sloane 1941.
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22. _Where the bee sucks(126)

Words: Based on words of William Shakesp ere

Sources: CA(1675), FSS.

Text: OSB

Play: Shadwell, Tempest, (1674).

23. Wherever I am(128)

Words: John Dryden

Source: MA

Text: SCL, .SJD

Play: Dry den, The Conquest o Grana , (1670) ,(1672).

24. hfe 1 hate, A(130)

Words: Williamt Vycherley

Sources: CA(1684), SRT.

Text: SCL

Play: Wycherley, Love in a Wood, (1671 or 1672).

25. Young ran satt sighing, A(132)

Words: Based on the words of William Shakespeare

Sources: VA, FSS.
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Chorus for three voices
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Chorus for Three Voices
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Chorus f pr three voices
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II. But each Shade and each conscious Bow'r, when I find
Where I once have been happy,and She has been Kind:
When I felt the print left of her shape in the Green,
And imagin the pleasure may yet come agen:

Oh then 'tis, Oh then 'tis, I think no joys above
Like the pleasures, the pleasures of Love.

III. While alone to myself I repeat all her Charms,
She I love may be l6cke in another mans arms;
She may laugh at my Cares , and so False she may be ,
To say all the kind things she before said to me:

Oh then 'tis.! Oh then 'tis, that I think thae's no1H]ll
Like Loving, like Loving too well.

IV. But when I consider the truth of her heart,
Such an innocent passion, so kind without Art,
I fear I have wronged jher, and hope she may be
So full of true love to be Jealous of me:

And then 'tis ,and then 'tie I think no Joys above
Like the pleasures, the pleasures of Love.
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bet- ter with-out. her.,
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II.

But If she prove Virtuous, Obliging, and Kind,
Perhaps I'le vouchsafe to love her:

But if Pride or Inconstancy in her, I find,
I'de have her to know I'm above her.

For- at length I have learn'd, now my Fetters are gone,
To Love, if I please, or to let it alone.
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021C e go a,,,b out her* or if I have not, 1 1 ive
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Long have I lovd and have as long been true
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is so de- oei - ving
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ah how it greives mee
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When too my vowes I did assurance give
I prest your hand and Sighing then you Sigh'd

And said you did beleive
That I should love so long till you forsake mee
ow you've done all that can unhappy make mee

Ah Cruell Silvia ah wretched lover
Break heart and let death thy murderess discover
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II.

With hopes and with fears, like a Ship in the Ocean,
Our Hearts are kept dancing, and ever in motion:
When our Passion is pall'd, and out Fancy would fail,
Some little quarrel supplyes a fresh Gale:
But when the doubt's clear'd,and the jealousies gone,
How we Kiss and Embraceand can never have done.
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he who loves well, and whos e Pas- sion is strong, can
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Nay, let me a - lone, I pro - test
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af - ter en-j oy me nt ouxr Be).l lies are full, and the

same dish a- gain, makes the Ap - pe-tite dull.
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II. By your wantoning Art, of a Sigh and a Start,
You endeavour in vain, to inveagle my Heart;
For the pretty disguise of your, languishing Eyes,
Will never prevail with my Sinews to rise:

And 'twas never the Mode, in an Amorous Treat,
When a Lover has Din'd, to perswade him to Eat.

III. Then, Betty, the Jest is almost at the best,
'Tis only variety makes up the Feast:
For when we've enjoy'd,and with pleasures are cloy'd;
The Vows that we made, to Love ever, are void,

And you know pretty Nymph, it was ever unfit
That a Meal should be made of a Relishing bit.
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thou-sand times I
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wish to dye: But when I find cold

1vi to pu-i
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death too nigh,
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I grieve
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II. But thus, as I sat all alone
in th' shady Mirtle Grove,

When to each gentle Sigh and Moan,
Some neighb 'ring Eccho gave a Groan,

Came by the Man I lov'd:
Oh, how I strove my Grief to hide
I patted, Blush'd, and almost Dy'd,
And did each tatling Eccho chide,

For fear some breath of moving Air
Should to his Ears my sorrows bear.

III. And, oh ye Pow'rs. I'de dye to gain
But one poor parting kiss;

And yet I'le suffer wracks of pain,
E're I 'de one thought or- with retain

That Honour thinks amiss:
Thus are poor- maids unkindly us'd,
By Love and Nature both abus ''d;
Our tender Hearts all ease refused:

And when we burn with secret flame,
Most ,bear the grief ,or c with flame.
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Of all the brisk DamesYis-se - li
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can be no plea-duire 'till hu mours do hit; and

~id~z~TS I

0 ~________________________

II. No sooner I came, but she lik'd me as soon;
No sooner I askt, but she granted my boon:
And without a Preamble, a Portion, or Joynture,
She promis'd to meet me, wheree're I'de appoint her.
So we struck up a match, and embraced each other,
Without the consent of Father or Mother.

III. Then away with a Lady that 's Modest- and coy;
Let her ends be the pleasures that we do enjoy:
Let her tickle her fancy with secret delight,
And refuse all the day, what she longs f or at night.
I believe my Selina, who shews they'r all mad
To feed, on dry bones, when flesh may be had.

I
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Choice Ayres(1675) reads as follows:
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cen-sures of the Grave; for all the t rant inyor

J~LiEAAL. ____ _____ ____
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eyes, your heart is but a slave.

rnI~fi~ifiii7777P~ ____________________
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I. My rove is full of noble pride,
And never shall submit,

To let that Fop discretion ride
In triumph over wit.

III. False friends I have as well as you,
Who daily counsel me,

Fame and ambition to pursue,
And leave of loving you.

IV. When I the least belief bestow
On what such f oble advise:
May I be dull enough to grow

Most miserably wise.
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Those Airy Spirits which invited,
Are return'd, and now no more;
And her Jres are now benighted,
Which were Comets heretofore.
Want of these abates her merits;
Yet I have passion for her Name:
Only kind and amorous Spirits,
Kindly, and maintain the Flame.

All her Arts can ne'Ire re-trieve her; poor- Au-.re lia
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grow - ing old.
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but takes the kind
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Man at a ven-ture.

II. If all prove not right,
Without an Act, Process or warning,

From Wife for a night,
You may be divorced the next morning.

Where Parents are Slaves,
Their Brats cann't be any other;

Great Wits and great Braves
Have always a Punk to their Mother.
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